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Austin Purnell
appointed to
planning com.
Audience cries foul during
raucous council meeting

GREG ELLISON/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

FUNDRAISING

Kiwanis Club of Greater Ocean Pines-Ocean City promotes its latest fundraising effort, a 2021 lottery campaign tied to Maryland’s daily evening
straight pick-3, and retails member-handcrafted lanterns during the Farmers and Artisans Market on Saturday in Ocean Pines.

Board updated on work in progress

Berlin voters will
decide on mayor,
council next Tues.

Viola says admin. pursuing
reimbursement from SBA
on virus-related expenses
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) OPA General Manager John Viola this week provided
updates on a number of projects and
processes that are underway.
Viola said Accounting Manager
Julia Johnson is documenting expenses related to coronavirus that
would be reimbursed through the
Small Business Administration.
“Anything specific to covid would
go against this grant up to $171,000,”
he said. “We’re not going to get anywhere near there.”
Covered expenses would include
items such as hand-sanitizing stations, fees to contract covid-related
cleaning companies and related costs

By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Awkward. That’s the
only way to describe one of the more
rancorous Berlin Mayor and Council
meetings to be held in
some time, as residents gathered Monday night to challenge
the appointment of
Austin Purnell to the
town’s Planning and
Zoning Commission,
and At-large Coun- Austin Purnell
cilmember
Thom
Gulyas argued vigorously with the opponents.
Purnell, a Realtor in the coastal
area, is the son of Troy Purnell, the
District 1 councilman and a real estate
developer.
Purnell, 31, was sworn in as the
planning commission member after
See WILLIAMS Page 2

The former craft club building near White Horse Park is slated for demolition this month.

for amenities.
Viola said the grant funds are separate from Paycheck Protection Program the OPA was previously
awarded.
“The type of expenses covered are
any administration expenses, testing
and contract tracing or economic
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support with anything pertaining to
cost incurred to manage covid,” he
said.
Viola said roughly $40,000 in expenses is documented to this point.
“We’re working to qualify the expenses we’ve incurred so far, as well
See OPA Page 6

By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Berlin voters will
choose a mayor and three councilmembers to fill the District 2, District 3 and at-large council seats next
Tuesday.
In one of the largest races in
town’s history, five mayoral candidates: incumbent Gee Williams,
Councilman Zackery Tyndall, Ron
Bireley, Jennifer Allen and William
“Bill” Todd, two District 3 candidates:
Shaneka Nichols and Dan Packey,
two at-large candidates: Jay Knerr
and Tony Weeg, and one District 2
See BERLIN Page 7
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Williams says Purnell only one to submit letter
contacted by a candidate for a commission prior to Mr. Purnell,” said Councilman Dean Burrell. “He brings
expertise to this commission.”
Councilman Elroy Brittingham also
said Purnell is the only candidate he
has ever endorsed for a commission.
“It meant a lot,” Purnell said. “I’d
say it was kind of validating in a way
given all the criticism.”
Five ethics complaints were filed
with the Ethics Commission regarding
Purnell’s nomination for Planning and
Zoning Commission by Sept. 25.
Meckley asked for Purnell’s name to
be resigned or to table his appointment
until after the Ethics Commission reviewed the complaints on Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m.
Mayor Gee Williams countered that
there were no ethical conflicts regarding Purnell’s appointment.
“If you have to basically know no
one or have no affiliations, then I question if you’re really suited to make decisions on behalf of the community,”
Williams said.
Williams added that following John
Barrett’s resignation from the planning commission, he asked those interested in serving on the commission
to submit a letter about their experience and thoughts about Berlin. After
several months, Williams received
only one letter – from Purnell.
Kim Holloway of Davis Court filed
one of the ethics complaints.
“I just feel like out of all the people,
possibilities that could be approached,
to sit on this commission to make a selection — and I don’t need to go
through the history — of a son of a
builder and developer, who work together in business, who live in this
town, who have many projects on the
horizon, who can ethically sit on a
commission,” Holloway said. “I don’t
care how many times you say you’re
going to recuse yourself and you’re
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going to be impartial … at the end of
the day, ethically, it stinks.”
Meckley and Holloway said they
spoke to many Berlin residents and
business owners, who also opposed
Purnell’s appointment.
Although Gulyas is a business
owner in Berlin, Holloway did not ask
for his opinion because of his “arrogance,” she said.
“You’re the same way. You and your
husband,” Gulyas said. “I put up with
you people for six damn years. I’m sick
and tired of it … this is my meeting, not
yours. Not yours. Not yours. Not
yours.”
Monday was Gulyas’ last meeting as
at-large councilman as he is moving
outside of the town limits. Tony Weeg
and Jay Knerr are running to fill his
seat.
“You know, Kim, every damn time
you’ve come to these meetings, all you
want to do is bitch and complain,”
Gulyas said. “You’ve been here three
times.”
Bob Palladino of Buckingham Road
stated his ethical concerns of Purnell’s
appointment as well.
Councilman Zackery Tyndall
moved for the council to table the
nomination until after the municipal
election.
“I think that we should wait until
the second meeting of October to let
the new council take office and evaluate the candidate,” Tyndall said. “I
don’t think this is something that we
should be voting on when there’s a
whole new council that’s going to be
coming in.”
The vote was 3-1 for postponing
Purnell’s appointment.
“Frankly, I’m excited about Berlin
and Berlin’s future,” Purnell said.
He has lived in Berlin since he was
8 years old, saying he has witnessed the
positive impact of dedicated local business owners on the town’s prosperity.

Stephen Decatur Hwy.

Continued from Page 1
the Town Council’s 3-1 vote in favor of
his appointment, despite complaints
from the crowd about possible conflicts of interest involving him as a
commission member and his father as
a council member.
Troy Purnell recused himself from
the discussion of his son’s appointment and the subsequent vote.
“I’m very grateful for the mayor and
council,” Purnell said after the meeting.
After the much “spirited debate,”
Purnell added that he is excited to
serve the town as a planning commission member at the next meeting on
Oct. 14.
Among the leading critics of the
move Monday night, James Meckley of
Buckingham Road condemned the
council for the “blatant choice that is in
very much conflict with what the Planning Board and the Zoning Board and
the Town Council do together.”
“I just feel that it would be a conflict
of interest for him to be on a [commission] that deals with annexations and
building and so forth while his father
is still on Town Council, which will
make the ultimate decision,” Meckley
continued.
Purnell said he anticipated some
backlash to his nomination because of
his business with his father.
“Yes, I do work with my father. I
work for my father. I work for the family business,” Purnell said. “And I am
in the last couple years starting to assist him and play an integral role in our
development projects more than I had
in the past years.”
He added that his family is not the
only one developing in Berlin.
Before the meeting, Purnell called
the mayor and four council members
for support. All said yes, but one.
“I’ve been a member of this council
for a while now, and I have never been

In addition, Purnell was a volunteer
firefighter in the Berlin Fire Company
from 2010 to 2016.
“That was the first way I served the
town. This to me, I just look at [it] as a
second way in this season of my life,”
Purnell said.

Update:
The Berlin Ethics Commission met
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. in closed
session to deliberate the five ethics
complaints filed by Sept. 25 about
Austin Purnell’s nomination to the
town’s Planning and Zoning Commission.
According to the ethics provisions
of the town code, the commission had
no authority to reverse Purnell’s appointment.
Town Administrator Jeff Fleetwood
said the commission did not discover
an ethical breach in Purnell’s appointment in regard to his relation to Councilman Troy Purnell or his
involvement in their family business.
As a commission member, Purnell
will submit a financial disclosure statement, including any conflicts of interest, next year, said Deputy Town
Administrator Mary Bohlen.

Berlin will seek
FEMA grants for
stormwater work
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Berlin is seeking grants
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for future
stormwater projects at Nelson Street,
Franklin Avenue and Pine Street as well
as West Street and Abbey Lane.
Darl Kolar, the project manager at
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology Inc., presented the phased implementation approach for both projects to
the Berlin Mayor and Council.
“This kind of phased approach is, I
believe, like lack of funding,” Kolar said.
“If we don’t get funding from FEMA,
then let’s, in funding that we have on an
annual basis, chip off to phases.”
The project at Nelson Street,
Franklin Avenue and Pine Street would
involve increasing the size of the
stormwater pipe, Kolar said.
At this time, the design is substantially complete.
The total cost for construction, permitting and other fees is estimated at
$850,000 based on the completion of
the design.
The town has submitted a notice of
intent to the Federal Emergency Management Agency for $500,000.
“If the [notice of intent] is accepted,
the town will proceed with an application, which is due here in, I think, in NoSee TOWN Page 3
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Town seeks FEMA aid for stormwater projects
Continued from Page 2
vember,” Kolar said. “Again, we’ve applied for this one as well as the West and
Abbey, and that funding is based on the
expectation that it’s a 25 percent
match.”
Kolar said he will also contact the
Maryland Emergency Management
Agency to split that cost, so the town
would only have to match 12.5 percent
of the expense.
The funding is targeted for nuisance
flooding, not water quality projects, he
added.
“You have to demonstrate impact by

cost,” Kolar said. “So, we got to go back
and track insurance claims, we got to
knock on some doors and get real receipts.”
He said one of the next phases is to
contact Verizon about the fiber optic in
a concrete duct bank on Pine Street.
“It’s a lift to get that relocated,” Kolar
added. “We do not have a firm quote in
hand, but we know that has to be done.”
Some sanitary system improvements
also have to be made on Pine Street.
The estimated costs for the stormwater projects are based on installing reinforced concrete piping.

“We can consider instead of the concrete pipe to go with galvanized, and as
an engineer, I would be okay with that
as long as that piping really isn’t exposed
to the air,” Kolar said.
The galvanized pipe will rust if it is
oxidized, but the concrete pipe will not.
As for the West Street and Abbey
Lane project, the estimated total cost is
$1.8 million.
The amount of roadwork, utility
work and length and size of concrete
pipe increase the cost, Kolar said.
That project has yet to be designed.
Therefore, the assessment has been

based on the concept layout.
Kolar said the town is applying for
design services in the notice of intent to
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency for $500,000.
“My thoughts for the design are, we
have a small area that I think we can do
some water quality improvements,”
Kolar said.
If the Federal Emergency Management Agency accepts both notices of intent, Kolar said the town will have to
make a decision to pursue both or one
project based on the funding it will have
to match.
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Mayoral candidates address town plans
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) With the Berlin municipal election taking place next
Tuesday, the five mayoral candidates
provided their opinions and plans
about town issues, specifically regarding finances and growth in the
area.
What is your professional background and your connection to
Berlin?
Gee Williams: I was born and
raised in Berlin. My wife, Betsy, and I
have lived in the
town of Berlin for 46
years. I have spent
most of my life here
except for the years I
attended college and
immediately after
serving in the U.S.
Army Reserve, where
I obtained the rank of staff sergeant.
I received my associate degree at
Chesapeake College in Wye Mills, and
then earned my bachelor of science
degree in business and journalism at
the University of Maryland, College
Park.
For 30 years, I enjoyed a career as
a local newspaper journalist serving
as a reporter, editor and later publisher. Since that time — I served the
Maryland State Highway Administration as the community relations director for the nine counties of the
Eastern Shore. I also worked a number of years as the marketing and development
director
for
the
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore.
For the past 12 years, I have devoted my lifetime of experience to
serving as the mayor of Berlin. Prior
to that I was on the Berlin Town
Council for four years.
I started covering the Berlin Mayor
and Council as a reporter and editor
in 1971. I have spent a majority of the
Monday nights of my life in Town
Hall, first reporting on the town of
Berlin, and in recent years serving as
a town councilman and mayor.
Zackery Tyndall: I was born and

raised in the town of Berlin. I am a
homeowner, husband and father. Sixteen years ago, I began a career in
public service with
the town of Berlin as
a cadet in the Berlin
Fire
Company.
Throughout
the
years, I held positions, including firefighter,
EMS
lieutenant and paramedic.
I have represented Berlin's residents and business owners as a town
councilmember for the past four
years. In this capacity, I have taken a
fiscally conservative approach regarding spending on services and infrastructure. I have argued against
increased property taxes and annexation. I have also worked to improve
financial and management accountability.
Other priorities as a councilmember include improved public safety,
equity of services throughout the
town of Berlin, and greater support of
the business community. I hold a
master's degree in business administration and a bachelor of science in
management and finance from Salisbury University.
Additional education includes receiving a certificate in managing local
governance from the University of
Maryland School of Public Policy.
Through this program, I obtained additional training on municipal management, budgeting, ethics and
policy. I am currently the acting assistant director of the Richard A.
Henson Medical Simulation Center at
Salisbury University.
Ronald Bireley: I was born and
raised in the Berlin area and graduated from Stephen Decatur High
School. After graduation, I found employment in a local
grocery store. I remained with that organization
for
several years and
then enlisted in the
United States Army.
I served on active duty for eight

and a half years, of which two years
found me deployed in the Republic of
South Vietnam. [During my] first
tour, my unit was assigned to Dong
Ha, just south of the demilitarized
zone at what was called the Marine
Quadrangle.
On my return to Southeast Asia, I
was assigned to the Regional Forces
and Popular Forces as an adviser.
After I returned to the United States,
I received my discharge. At that time,
I had attained the rank of captain. I
returned to Berlin and secured a position with the same supermarket
that I had worked with before my enlistment.
I remained with that firm for a
year and then enrolled at the University of Maryland Eastern Shore in
Princess Anne, where I obtained my
bachelor of science degree. I then enrolled at the University of Salisbury
and obtained my master’s degree in
education.
Shortly thereafter, I was hired as
administrative director for the Town
of Berlin. The staff was small at that
time, and I was responsible for planning and finance as well. Five and a
half years later, I became employed
with the Town of Ocean City as the
director of finance. I then ran for the
council of the town of Berlin to fill the
remaining term of the councilmember who moved from the area. I then
ran for mayor of the town and was
successful in attaining that position.
I ran for reelection but was defeated
at the polls.
The individual who became mayor
shortly thereafter relocated from the
area. I was subsequently voted in to
the mayor's position by the Town
Council to fill the remaining portion
of that term. At the conclusion of that
term, I was hired by the town to serve
as the director of finance.
Jennifer Allen: My husband and
I purchased our home in 2015. We
became full-time residents in 2016,
when we retired. I have 33 years of
federal service within the [U.S. Department of Defense]. I was the only
civilian department head (head
nurse) at the National Naval Medical
Center from 1990 to 2009 prior to

changing my position to within hospital administration.
At the time of my retirement, I was
the deputy assistant chief of staff at
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center. Besides my 46 years as a
registered nurse, I have a [bachelor of
science degree] in health care management and a [masters] in quality
systems management. The [master’s
degree] focused on
process
improvement/redesign, Six
Sigma, and project
management. With
this experience, I
was able to work in
the
transition
process of merging
an Army and Navy hospital into a Department of Defense facility
The definition of quality is “listening to the voice of the customer.” In
the case of Berlin, the customer is its
citizens. This is where I think the
mayor and the council have fallen
short. The citizens are speaking, but
the mayor and council are not always
listening or trying to come up with a
compromise that fits everyone.
By attending council meetings (in
person/online) I saw a need for a
fresh set of eyes and a new voice in
Town Hall. Many people tell me
about the good old boy network and
how some are treated differently than
others. I am indebted to no one! I am
running for ALL Berlin citizens!
William “Bill” Todd: My connection to Berlin, I guess, started
when I was a child.
My earliest memory
of Berlin is going to
work with my dad,
when he was glassing surfboards in the
early nineties in a little shop right off
Main Street. Growing up in this area, I’ve always loved
Berlin for its charm.
I moved here officially about 10
years ago. Professionally, I’ve
worked doing many different things.
I’m not afraid to get my hands dirty.
I’ve also been a radio talk show personality, lead guitarist, but as of recently I’ve been working with Burley
Oak Brewing Company and The
Globe Gastro Theatre as entertainment director and whatever else
needs to be done.
How will you keep taxes stable
without growth in town?
Williams: I believe in measured,
incremental and sustainable growth
for the town of Berlin. Without responsible growth, the citizens of
Berlin will face two disturbing alternatives. One would be no increase in
taxes ever, which will only guarantee
a steady decline in the quality and
See MAYORAL Page 6
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Continued from Page 4
availability of town services for all citizens, businesses and property owners. Over time, the cost of services
goes up, but does not remain stable
or go down.
Or, the second alternative if there
is no growth in the supply of homes
and apartments availability will stagnate while the demand for those
places to live in Berlin will naturally
continue to grow.
This will result in an ever-increasing demand for existing residences
and the property values and prices of
buying homes in our town will become affordable only to the well-todo. In Berlin, some folks have limited
financial means and there also are a
few families doing very well financially. Berlin has been, and I trust will
continue to be, an overwhelmingly

middle-income town. I would never
want our Berlin to be a place only for
high income residents and lose our
desirability as a classic American
small town.
Tyndall: If growth is defined as
using vacant land within the existing
town limits or rezoning properties, I
am not opposed. However, I am opposed to growth and development at
the expense of the taxpayers of
Berlin. As mayor, I will work with all
departments, boards, commissions
and organizations like the Berlin Fire
Company and Worcester County
Public Schools to understand the real
impact and cost of our community's
growth opportunities.
As a councilmember, I have become increasingly concerned that our
property tax base has grown faster
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than the personal income of many of
our residents. During the proposed
20 percent tax increase, I realized
that a change this large would be
detrimental to many of our residents
and businesses.
Therefore, I presented a path forward that did not involve raising
taxes while maintaining services and
not cutting jobs. As your next mayor,
it is important to keep a close eye on
the town's expenses while evaluating
alternative revenue opportunities to
reduce our town's dependency on
property taxes.
One example of an alternative revenue-producing opportunity can be
found in one of our neighboring municipalities where a one percent food
and beverage tax has been implemented to help offset the cost of Economic and Community Development.
I would like to see similar opportunities evaluated by the mayor and
council moving forward.
Bireley: I find it desirable to have
modest growth in the community.
However if commercial or industrial
firms were interested in locating in
the town, I am of the opinion we
should welcome this type of venture.
These type of projects provide employment opportunities as well as a
lucrative amount of taxes. Obviously,
this would also offset the need to
raise taxes.

Allen: Why do you think there
will be no growth? We have several
annexed properties within town that
have yet to be developed. What is
stopping the owners from developing? One post-annexation property
has a “for sale” sign. Development of
these properties will bring in revenue, during the building process,
subsequent purchase and finally residence.
For example, there is the large
area between Old Ocean City Boulevard and Broad Street where there
are plans for apartments, townhomes
and single-family homes. Another
area is the commercial development
planned on North Main Street and
Route 50 with a proposed hotel and
gas station/convenience store. Development of currently annexed properties will ultimately bring growth and
tax dollars.
Todd: My approach would be to
take a look at where we may be able
to cut costs first. Whoever gets
elected this year needs to take a very
thorough look through all of the contracts the town currently has and
every department’s expenditures. If
there is a dollar to be saved, we need
to go that route.
The last thing anybody wants is
higher taxes, and I sure would not
See MAYORAL Page 7

OPA looks at virus-related costs
Continued from Page 1
as any additional expenses,” he said.
“We think we’re going to be able to
substantiate $60,000-$70,000.”
Other items qualifying for reimbursement are Plexiglas partitions,
facemasks and other personal protection equipment.
“That is in addition to the PPP,
which we fully utilized,” he said.
Viola said Public Works and CPI
Director Eddie Wells is overseeing
the removal of the former craft building in White Horse Park.
“We are going to be taking down
the old craft building,” he said.
“Eddie and his team at public works
have been prepping that building and
getting ready for the demolition.”
Viola said the demolition work
should be completed by mid-October
contingent on permit approval from
Worcester County.
“Eddie has been working with the
county as far as the paving and we’ll
get extra parking spots,” he said.
Public works is also preparing to
launch autumn leaf removal work beginning next month through years
end.
“They’ll be starting to pickup bags
of loose leaves on the 23 of November,” he said. “We’ll be opening our
yard at that time for leaves and yard

debris.”
Viola said pickup of bagged leaves
should be completed by Dec. 18
“The pickup of loose leaves with
the vacuum truck will continue until
we have been through twice,” he said.
“We’reworking on an agreement for
the truck with Ocean City.”
Viola also noted the succession
planning process for the general
manager and direct report positions
are underway after an initial application date of Sept. 18.
“That wasn’t a deadline [but] more
of the initial date,” he said.
Viola said the OPA Board of Directors is on the verge of vetting feedback
on succession planning paperwork
from Sibson Consulting, which is a
subsidiary of theSegalGroup,
“Right now they’re in draft form
and we have asked for the consulting
firm to give them guidance,” he said.
“The board just needs to act on that
now and will probably review this
week.”
Viola said to this point one internal candidate has applied with two
others expressing interest.
“Anybody that wants to from our
team can apply,” he said. “I definitely
have had one person put in, but it’s
not closed out, if anything it’s just
starting.”
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want to do that either. It also seems
that you’d be hard pressed to find
anybody wanting much more growth
to our town. It’s a delicate position to
be in for sure. I think tourism does
great things for us and with some
changes in the way things are done
now in regard to short term rentals, I
think that could really blossom and
everyone could benefit from it.
Would you support any annexations into town? If so, what?
Williams: I have supported annexations into Berlin in the past and
will continue to do so when it means
putting the right things in the right
places. Berlin needs both responsible
residential and commercial development. I do not believe annexing
property into our town limits should
allow anything to be put anywhere.
I believe strategic annexations
along Berlin’s three major growth
corridors are right for our community. I consider our town’s corridors
for future growth to be U.S. Route 50,
U.S. Route 113 and state Route 346
(Old Ocean City Blvd) that runs east
to west between both of these major
highways. All three of these roads already are enveloped by existing town
borders and are prime for appropriately placed commercial or residential growth.
Regardless of who serves as our
county commissioners, now or in the
future, if Berlin does not annex these
immediately contiguous areas then
Worcester County is not likely to turn
down the development and corresponding property tax revenue they
would receive, for potential growth
that is contiguous to our current town
borders.
If the town of Berlin does not take

responsibility for the type and extent
of growth that we believe is good for
our residents and property owners,
then those decisions legally default to
the Worcester County Commissioners. I would much rather that Berlin’s
appointed and elected officials continue to make those judgments to
annex, or not, any property into our
town.
Tyndall: As an elected official, it
is my responsibility to represent the
interests of the people of Berlin. With
Berlin's current financial position,
many of my constituents have voiced
their concerns about the impact of
annexation on town services.
Without a clear understanding of
the cost associated with each annexation and the concerns of those I represent, I have voted against every
annexation brought before the mayor
and council.
As mayor, I will evaluate each annexation request to determine if there
is a better path forward for the people
of Berlin. For example, the Town
Code allows us to extend water and
sewer services to properties without
annexation. This will allow the Town
of Berlin to charge developers a premium for tapping into our water and
sewer services while eliminating the
cost of providing other services to
these properties.
As your next mayor, I will also
work with our planning commission
to evaluate our infill growth potential
and look at up-zoning/rezoning
properties already in town limits. If
we move forward with annexation,
we must provide a full analysis of
services provided to these new properties. We also need to involve the
Berlin Fire Company and Worcester
County Public Schools to better understand each new annexation's po-

tential impact.
Bireley: The town does not have
an abundance of undeveloped land
within the corporate limits and,
therefore, is forced to look at properties bordering on the community for
larger ventures.
Even if there is no developer currently seeking to locate at this time, it
would be prudent for the town to consider annexation in order to be able
to control what would eventually locate on that site.
If a property owner would like to
develop one of these properties, he
could develop the property under
Worcester County guidelines and the
town would have little control of what
type of business could locate there.
However, when I was mayor, I was almost successful in securing a hotel to

be located on the town boundary.
Such a facility would not be unattractive but would also provide a tidy
sum in the amount of taxes rendered
to the community. In addition, this
type of facility would provide a form
of revenue called Room Tax. A very
nice addition to the tax base. Even
today, this type of business would be
desirable.
Allen: Before I can support further annexations, I need to have several questions answered. First, we
need a full review of the water and
sewerage capacity. We do not currently have the funds to increase the
size of the wastewater facility. Next,
we need the town people to have
more say and not be dictated by the
local good old boys’ network and the
See MAYORAL Page 8

Berlin voters go to polls Tues.
at Buckingham Presbyterian Church
at 20 S. Main Street and Voters in
Districts 3 and 4 will vote at the
Berlin Police Department at 129 Decatur Street.
According to Bohlen, at a minimum face coverings and social distancing will be required at polling
places.
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Continued from Page 1
candidate, Jack Orris, will appear on
the ballot.
The town did not receive any
write-in candidates by the 5 p.m.
deadline on Tuesday.
Amid coronavirus concerns, town
officials are encouraging absentee
voting for the municipal election.
“Voters wishing to vote absentee
do not have to provide a reason such
as illness or travel.They only need to
submit an application and then will
be sent a ballot when their application is approved,” said Deputy Town
Administrator Mary Bohlen.
Voters have until Friday at 5 p.m.
to submit applications for absentee
voting in person at Town Hall, 10
William Street.
Polling places will be open on election day from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Voters in Districts 1 and 2 will vote
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Continued from Page 7
county.
I agree with [Ron] Cascio’s comments in the recent Dispatch and
[Bayside] Gazette articles that the
town needs to have a proper discussion regarding growth. And I quote,
“It is true that we have the water,
power and sewer, but we also have
some power.”
If we are unable to do this in a
public forum, perhaps we can survey
the community members. I would
also like to investigate what properties are available within the town that
have yet to be developed before we go
out and annex more. We should look
to develop areas where we already
have water and sewer lines. Annexation should benefit the town, not just
the developer.
Todd: This is something that I’d
take on a case-by-case basis. I know
that nobody wants any annexation,
but I think it’s important to understand that sometimes it’s not such an
ugly thing. Especially if it means protecting what you have. It’s certainly
something that we need to make a
concerted effort to discuss with the
residents and make sure everyone
understands the advantages and disadvantages. That being said, I’m a
man of the people. If the people don’t
want annexation, it won’t happen.

How are you educating yourself
about the town’s current financial
situation before the election? What is
your plan to correct the town’s financial situation, with or without a
tax increase?
Williams: The mayor and council
took the decisive and hard action last
year to increase the property tax rate
and the water and sewer rates to correct the town’s financial situation.
The idea that the town of Berlin is
in some sort of financial crisis is simply balderdash. The actions to increase
Berlin
taxes
and
water/wastewater fees were taken to
stop the drain on the town’s general
fund reserves.
Berlin has practiced the policy for
the past several years to set aside reserve funds in two ways. Assigned
general funds and restricted funds so
the money is available when it is
needed for town projects and improvements or to meet financial obligations.
The purpose is to transfer appropriate funding for major projects and
community needs so that money is
available for public projects when it
is needed. The current balance of
both assigned general funds and restricted funds is $5.6 million.
Berlin also has accounts for re-

stricted slot revenues, impact fees,
health care and disaster recovery and
annual debt reduction that totals an
additional $1.8 million. The mayor
and council began discussions this
summer to establish a debt reduction
schedule of about $300,000 per year.
This fall, the next step is for the
mayor and council to decide on a reserve policy that would repay the
money the town borrowed from itself
from the general fund. This internal
borrowing was to support the sewer
fund in past years, but that stopped
last year with the passage of our current sewer and water rates. The general fund reserve balance will grow,
not diminish, in the current budget
year.
Tyndall: The mayor's responsibility is to work with department heads
to create a balanced budget and set
the tax rate. It is then the council's job
to review, recommend any changes
and ultimately approve or disapprove
the budget.
Over the past four years as a councilmember, it has been my job to actively participate in the town's
budgeting process. I have recommended cost-saving measures without cutting town services or jobs.
Using my firsthand experience
with the town's finances and my educational background in business and

finance, I can help lead the town in a
financially responsible way. As
mayor, I will use a modified version
of zero-based budgeting to help identify cost-saving measures and build a
cost management culture across all
town departments. At this time, I do
not see a need to increase taxes.
Bireley: Most of my knowledge as
to the current financial situation of
the town of Berlin has been obtained
from local newspaper articles. However, my previous experience causes
me to believe there exists a good deal
of fat in the current budget that could
be eliminated and would help to defer
the need for a tax increase. In fact, I
am so sure of this opinion that I have
promised the people of Berlin a tax
reduction.
Allen: Part 1: Reviewing the 2020
work sessions/council minutes/draft
budget online and following up with
reading news articles on these topics.
Part 2: I have been asked by many
citizens where I think the “money has
gone.” I think the town wants information and may not know how to get
it. I will be doing an extensive review
of the 2021 budget to determine what
is allocated and if there are items that
can be eliminated or reduced.
I plan to have a basic monthly report sent to all citizens on town exSee MAYORAL Page 25
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Berlin council candidates discuss goals
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) The candidates running for Berlin Town Council provide
their opinions and plans to improve
the town’s finances and transparency
with the community before the Oct. 6
election.
Can you briefly provide your professional background and your connection to Berlin?
Jay Knerr for at-large council
seat: My name is Jay Knerr and I am
running for the Berlin Town Council
at-large seat in the
upcoming election
on Oct. 6.
I have called
Berlin my home for
the last 20 years.
From the moment I
came to this area, I
knew that this was
the place I wanted to raise my family.
I currently own The Kite Loft in
Ocean City along with my wife, Mary
Lynn. We raised our daughter, Casey,
here and recently she graduated with
high honors from Georgetown University.
I have been a very involved member of our community serving as
president of the Ocean City Chamber

of Commerce, president of the Ocean
City Development Corporation,
Berlin Board of Zoning Appeals,
Ocean City Paramedic Foundation,
Atlantic General Hospital Board of
Trustees, Finance Committee for the
AGH Hospital and chairman of the
Worcester County Planning Commission.
This experience has more than
prepared me for a seat on the Berlin
Town Council. I understand budgets,
I understand the complexities of
town government, and I believe my
leadership skills will be invaluable on
the council.
I sincerely hope that you will consider voting for me on Oct. 6. My
record of experience, leadership skills
and ability to problem solve will serve
this town well. To request a yard sign
or to make a donation to my campaign please visit www.jayknerr.com.
If you would like to discuss issues
pertaining to Berlin, please call me at
410-726-2309. I would be happy to
hear your concerns or ideas on how
we can move Berlin forward.
Tony Weeg for at-large council seat: My full name is Anthony
Tobias “Tony” Weeg. I am a retired
web programmer, and currently, a
photographer and cinematographer
who shoots locally, but also travels

the world capturing all sorts of projects from weddings to commercials.
I have lived on the Eastern Shore
for 38 years. I am the son of a father
who is a (Ret.) Lt. colonel in the
Army, and a mother
who is a technology
coach and lifelong
educator. I was
raised with a strong
moral compass and a
diehard sense of
compassion
and
goodwill for everyone.
I am a perpetual student and read
incessantly. I am a traveler and an
adventurer who has never met a
stranger, and I always love a good
conversation about deep topics.
I have enjoyed Berlin’s coming of
age as a frequent visitor over the last
two decades and finally found the
perfect spot to raise our family and
eventually retire on Bay Street over
two and a half years ago. My connections to Berlin are almost as long as
my time here on the shore — almost.
Many of the townspeople have my
signs in their yard — including many
lifers, and they have welcomed my
family and me with open arms and
hearts since day one.And since then
we’ve met many more amazing people — further solidifying our choice to

move not only to Berlin but to Bay
Street.Our neighbors and neighborhood on Bay Street are something
special to us, just like many other little pockets of this place.
Jack Orris for District 2 council seat: My professional background
includes
work in customer
service, operations
and office management. All of those
jobs have given me
skills
in
public
speaking, management and working
with people of all backgrounds and
experiences. I’ve also been a resident
of Berlin for 14 years.
Shaneka Nichols for District 3
council seat: I am native of Berlin.
My family has lived in Briddeltown
since the 1860s.
After graduating college with a degree in
English and a minor
in communications,
I married and did
one year of service
with
Americorps.
After which, my husband and I returned to Berlin to raise
a family.
I have worked in the commercial
insurance industry and maintained
my license [as well as] owned a small
business in the town of Berlin for
over four years. I am currently employed with Worcester County Public
Schools and have worked in education for a more than 13 years.
Dr. Dan Packey for District 3
council seat: I am a casual employee (sessional lecturer) of Curtin
University and The University of
Chile. I was the Head of Department
and the Director for the Master of
Science in Mineral and Energy Economics at Curtin
University
(Australia).
I was the Head of
the Economics and
Finance Department
for the Gulf University for Science and
T e c h n o l o g y
(Kuwait). I worked as the Director of
Market Research and Market Intelligence for the International Copper
Association (whose members comprised 80 percent of the world’s copper) and managed the research for 29
internationally located offices around
the world.
I have consulted/or worked for the
World Bank (Sub Saharan Africa Program), Australian Department for
Foreign Affairs and Trade (Kenyan
Minsters Mineral Information Program), OXFAM (Mozambique Energy Economics Program), U.S.
National Renewable Energy Labora-
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tory, the U.S. Oakridge National Laboratory, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Energy
Information Agency, the U.S. Department of Energy and was their Program Manager for the Countries
Studies Program – Green House Gas
Mitigation Strategy, District of Columbia Public Service Commission
(Sr. Energy Economist for Integrated
Resource Planning).
I have published in the areas of integrated resource planning, regional
economic multiplier impacts, the
proper evaluation of renewable energy technologies, energy efficiency,
rare earths market structure, hydroelectric combined cycle technology,
unconventional hydrocarbon economics, the optimization between
mitigation and adaptation in climate
change strategies and unconventional risk issues.
I have taught and/or conducted
educational seminars and executive
training in the Australia, Brazil, Belgium, Chile, China, Colombia, India,
Indonesia, Jamaica, Kenya, Kuwait,
Mexico, Mozambique, South Africa,
South Korea, Thailand and the U.S.
I made our last move (and retired
sort of) to Berlin so that I and my wife
could live close to our daughters and
grandchildren and enjoy the area.
One of my better ideas.
How are you educating yourself
about the town’s current financial
situation before the election? What is
your plan to correct the town’s financial situation, with or without a
tax increase?
Knerr: I have thoroughly reviewed the town’s budget in detail. I
have worked with extremely large
budgets in both my business and in
the various boards I have served on,
so I have a clear understanding of the
budget process. In addition, I have
spoken with some members of the
town’s council, the mayor, and the
town
administrator
regarding
Berlin’s financial situation.
Budgeting takes careful planning
to avoid large tax increases like the
one we received in 2019. It was that
tax increase which prompted me to
run for this council seat. Like so
many of you, I was extremely upset as
to how it was handled.
Budgeting is all about planning
and keeping the town’s spending in
check. We certainly need to look at
any cost-cutting measures we can
apply to the various departments but
more importantly we need to plan out
five years in advance.
A long-term budget plan is simply
a tool that will help us take Berlin to
the next level. My commitment to the
residents of Berlin is that I will read
it line by line and make appropriate
recommendations to hold the line on
our tax rate. Large increases like the
one we had in 2019 are simply unac-

ceptable.
Weeg: First of all, I have an extensive business background having
grown two of my own successful businesses and been a part of many startups over the last 20 years. I
understand how to balance a budget
and how to ensure that expenses
don’t exceed revenue, but most importantly, how to make efficient dollars.I have also pored over Berlin’s
budget and, like most of us, have discovered some things I would like to
look further into.
Additionally, I have spoken with
some knowledgeable individuals in
Berlin with a keen eye on the budget,
as well as opened dialogues with current council members and committee
members to learn as much as I can
about what goes on behind the
scenes.
Those conversations have led to
hard questions, tough answers and
things I was not expecting, like the
fact that council members are given
only annual financial reports and that
Berlin does not have a reserve policy.
One shocking thing I heard was
this: another tax hike is “inevitable”
and “just a matter of time.” I like to
think that nothing is inevitable and
that we just need to get creative. As a
councilman, it will be my job to help
the town get past the financial mistakes of our past and start proceeding cautiously with an eye toward
economic and financial efficiency and
stability. We must establish a prudent
reserve policy that follows the best
accounting practices. We need to stop
kicking the can down the road for our
children to fix.
Orris: I’ve been attending [mayor
and council] meetings regularly for
the past five years and have continually asked questions of our town administrator(s) regarding the budget
process and details within — I’ve also
in the past emailed suggestedideas
for possible opportunities to save
money to the [mayor and council].
With me on the council, you will
have someone who scrutinizes the
budget line by line and will always
look for opportunities to save first
throughout the budget process. My
plan is to first look at the budget
process itself, then dive right into the
“nitty gritty” and see the what, where,
who, and why. I do not feel at this
point a tax increase is necessary.
Nichols: I have spent some time
going over the annual fiscal budgets
and comparing them [with] the annual audit fiscal budgets and asked
questions of several current council
members along with a few residents
with some background in finance for
better understanding.
I would like to start actively shopping the city contract bids and take a
See TOWN COUNCIL Page 12
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Continued from Page 11
close look at the budget for areas
within that could be cut. We should
also limit the town’s spending and
continue to search out applicable
grants to offset costs.
Packey: I am pouring through
current and past issue of newspapers,
internet articles and social media
content. I am responsibly talking
with town residents, whose opinions
I respect.
I think that we first look at the current budget and try to make it as efficient as possible, trim it as best we
can. Then, we look at how contracts
are managed and the bidding mechanism. This is done in an effort to
have the same level of services we are
used to but at the lowest cost.
We should look and examine the
available government grants and take
advantage of them, where they make
sense. Lastly, if necessary, we review
the budget for items that could be
spread out over longer periods. That
way, we still engage the need but do
it over a longer time period with less
costs incurred for each time period.
Would you support any annexations into town? If so, what?
Knerr: Growth in any community

takes smart planning. We need to decide as a community, do we want to
annex more land area. Should we advocate for more infill development
into lands within the Berlin town limits? When any annexation request
comes before the mayor and Town
Council we need to ask questions like:
Do we have enough water and sewer
capacity? Will the increase place a
heavy burden on existing services like
fire, EMS, trash removal and electric?
Will the town benefit from acquiring
the additional land area?
We all know that annexation can
bring in additional tax dollars to the
town. That said, Berlin has a great
deal of land within the town limits
that could easily be developed without having to increase services. That
should be encouraged before we continually annex the surrounding lands
and lose the charm that currently
Berlin offers.
Any annexation should be on a
case-by-case policy. It must be a viable project that makes sense for the
town and not just because a developer wants it. The [Berlin Planning
Commission] could poll the Berlin
residents as to how they envision the
future of Berlin. Show them what is
at stake and the cost associated with
growth. We are all stakeholders in
this community. So, it is up to us to
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determine what the Berlin of the future will look like.
Weeg: Any annexation must first
demonstrate how it fits into the town
as a whole with an honest assessment
of how that annexation will affect the
town, not just in the next year, but in
the next five years, and 10 years, and
20 years, including the financial costs
associated with how annexation will
affect all town departments and services, from fire and EMS to road maintenance and trash collection. This
data needs to come from the town,
not from the developer.
We need to have public hearings
so that the townspeople can ask questions about a potential annexation.
Additionally, every annexation
should go to a referendum paid for by
the developer. In this way, the decision to increase not only the size of
the town, but also its population, can
be made by the people of Berlin, and
not by less than a handful of elected
officials.
This also brings up a very important point and that is we need to rethink our comprehensive plan and
bring it up to speed rather than just
changing the date on it and moving
forward.We need to inventory what
we can grow inside the town limits
first, plan our green spaces well and

work with farmers and landowners to
protect our agricultural and woodland buffers.
Orris: I support reasonable and
responsible growth for our town —
which is why we need to refer to the
comprehensive plan. The comprehensive plan is a living document and
we should really look at it annually —
maybe not with a full overhaul—but
we should accept constructive review
any time. As we approach the next
review, I think that is going to be a
great opportunity to lookat what we
have, where are opportunities for reasonable and responsible growth and
how do we want our town to look
moving forward.
Nichols: I would suggest that before annexing new properties we look
at locations within the town that
could be developed to meet the growing needs of the community.
Packey: It would depend on the
nature and quality of the proposed
annexation. Taking into consideration any additional costs to electric,
sewer and water utilities as a result of
the annexation, I think if an annexation was cost-effective, looked profitable and maintained the spirit and
quality of Berlin, I would consider it.
What we don’t want is: growth for
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growth sake and [to] damage the special nature of Berlin, both to the residents and tourists.
Do you believe communication
and transparency with the public,
especially regarding finances,
should be improved? If you do, how
would you do it?
Knerr: We need to do a better job
of communicating the decisions we
make as a council to the citizens of
Berlin. Hidden agendas have no place
in a town such as ours. I am a huge
proponent of using technology to improve communication and transparency.
We can start by having a video system to record all the council meetings. One that can show any
documents presented during the
meetings. Facebook Live was a good
start, but it is simply not good
enough. Taking advantage of all social media outlets will go a long way
to keeping citizens informed. Social
media information should be reviewed and screened for accuracy
prior to it being sent out.
Forums [should be held] outside
of the council meetings on key topics
that we face in Berlin to gather public
input. One such forum could be a detailed explanation of how money
flows thru the various departments or
an information session on explaining
the town’s budget in advanced of it
being approved. The key here is to always allow for two-way communication. It would clearly demonstrate we
are listening as a council and value
the residents’ input. Making information quick and easy to find on our
website is a top priority. Transparency and communication are
paramount in a government setting.
Weeg: Communication and
transparency with the public are
highly important. And there [is]
media available for us to facilitate the
transfer of this information from livestreaming all council and committee
meetings to sharing documents live
via teleconference.
I am not saying that the current
administration has not made things
publicly available, but I believe we
can do more. We can do more by
making sure that all people have access to this public information, not
just the ones with access via the internet.Too many townspeople feel like
decisions are always on them like a
tidal wave, and they feel they have no
say early on. My goal is to open those
lines of communication in ways we’ve
never seen.
I am very well-versed in all things
“tech” and, therefore, look very much
forward to helping the town’s intrinsic capabilities with regard to communication
and
transparency,
specifically through technology. I
know I can do this because I can do it

myself.I can also help the town review technology-based contracts as
well as marketing contracts. This is
the world I live in daily.
With regard to financial reports, I
believe the townspeople should be
privy to the same information the
[mayor and council] would receive on
a new quarterly basis if not more frequently. There’s no need for a surprise expense to hurt us. A reserve
can prevent this.There’s also no need
to purchase large items without a lot
more scrutiny than in times past.
Orris: I do.That’s why I always
ask questions to make sure I have all
the pertinent information in front of
me before I make a decision. As far
as improved communication, one
thing the administration is working
on is a quarterly report for the council. Not only would I hope to see a
monthly report, I’d love to review
those reports and then develop a
mechanism that gives a “snapshot” of
the budget throughout the budget
year, perhaps through a newsletter or
electronic means for the residents.
Nichols: Communications is key
in running any organization and
transparency is necessary. We should
have all meetings held in council
chambers broadcast publicly for the
residents to access even if they are
not able attend. The town website
should also be updated and more
user-friendly, so residents can easily
locate documents that have been discussed during the meetings.
Packey: Yes. I would continue the
use of the newspapers, social media,
town website, increase the amount of
Zoom meetings and hold special information exchange meetings — especially during the times of major
expenditures. The town has the right
to know how its money is being
spent.
What level of the unrestricted
fund balance, or the reserves, do you
believe should be maintained in the
general fund for generally accepted
accounting purposes (GAAP) and
budgetary purposes? What is your
plan to increase the reserves fund to
that amount?
Knerr: Establishing a reserve
fund is simply smart planning. Currently, the Berlin Town Council is reviewing a reserve fund policy.
Establishing a policy of two to three
months is ideal, and it is recommended by [Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)]. This is a
goal we certainly need to work toward.
These emergency reserves are just
that, for emergency use only, when
some unforeseen situation arises. Issues such as road repair from storm
See TOWN COUNCIL Page 22
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McMullen, Underkoffler work
to bolster OP racquet sports
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Since partnering late
last year to manage the Manklin
Meadows Racquet Sports Complex,
Tim McMullen and Terry Underkoffler have championed proposed court
expansions and last week began attracting nationally ranked tennis
tournaments to Ocean Pines.
Underkoffler, a licensed U.S. Tennis Association instructor, said the
complex hosted its first ever points
tournament on Saturday.
“We’ve never held USTA tournaments previous to Saturday,” he said.
“Tim and I, this is our first time running this place [and] we wanted to
bring in new programming and really
pay attention to the courts.”
The NTRP Tournament last weekend attracted a slew of USTA-member
players to the Racquet Sports Complex from across Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and even a
competitor from Morgantown, West
Virginia.
“That blew me away,” he said. “I
thought it would be only locals.”
Underkoffler has also organized a
subsequent USTA event, the Ocean
Pines Beach Doubles Tournament,
which is scheduled on Oct. 10.

“What’s unique about the NTRP
Tournament is that these players are
playing for points to qualify for USTA
Mid-Atlantic sectionals,” he said.
While Underkoffler is networking
through the USTA to attract more
play, McMullen, who serves as racquet center facilities manager, isoverseeing a proposed court expansion for
tennis and pickleball under consideration for inclusion in the next fiscal
year operating budget.
McMullen said Worcester County
has granted approval to launch the
permit process to build four additional pickleball courts and a “Net
Generation” tennis court used for instruction.
“We have a great yacht club [and]
golf course [so] why not take this facility here and make it the best … on
the whole Eastern Shore,” he said.
“That’s what we want to do.”
Underkoffler said the need for additional pickleball courts is pressing.
“Pickleball is exploding and we get
over 100 people a day that come here
to play,” he said.
While pickleball demographics are
gradually skewing younger, the appeal is also significant for racquet
players experiencing knee issues.
“They can play 2-3 hours of pickle-
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Terry Underkoffler, left, and Tim McMullen are leading the charge to promote facility expansions
and wider marketing potential at the Manklin Meadows Racquet Sports Complex in Ocean Pines.

ball and it’s not torturing their legs
and they’re still getting that competiveness,” he said. “It’s a highly desirable sport.”
Already the only Eastern Shore
racquet sports facility offering platform tennis, pickleball and tennis, site
expansion plans could add another
wrinkle with wheelchair accessibility.
“We’re looking at bringing in tennis for children with disabilities,” he
said.
Underkoffler said the intent is to
train staff members how to conduct
handicap or wheelchair tennis programs.
“I got the idea from the Tennis
Channel,” he said.
Underkoffler said the highly competitive sport has been gaining in popularity.
“If you’re a kid in a wheelchair,
what are your options for a sports activity?” he asked. “We’re giving back
to our area in a way that’s unique.”

Underkoffler is making plans to
pursue related training through the
Professional Tennis Registry.
“They have a class on how to instruct and promote wheelchair tennis,” he said. “They put us in the
chairs and you get to experience what
they’re doing.”
The proposed facility expansion is
also a response to market demand.
“We’re looking to expand our pickleball resources to have another full
court because the numbers just dictate the fact that they need more
space to play,” he said.
Underkoffler said besides reducing
wait times, the additional courts
would heighten marketing capabilities.
“We feel if we add one more court
of four permanent pickleball courts,
we can pickup big tournaments like
we have going on with tennis right
now,” he said. “That would help pay
for our facility and help with costs.”

OP Sports Core Pool plans
for expansion moves closer
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Plans are firming up
for a frequently discussed room addition at the Ocean Pines Sports Core
Pool.
Ocean Pines Director of Amenities
and Operational Logistics Colby
Phillips said the concept of building
an adjacent area separated from the
pool deck has been batted around for
the past four years.
“The original idea for the room
was because we’ve outgrown our
space,” she said.
Various incarnations of the project
caught fire and subsequently fizzled
prior to the OPA creating a new capital reserve fund last fall.
Earmarked out of the $167,000
initial allotment for the new reserve
fund approved for the current fiscal
2020/2021 budget is $100,000 intended as partial funding to construct

a room addition onto the Sports Core
facility.
“Last year when the board approved doing this fund, the room addition, because it had been off and on
… for the last four
years, it came back up
again as one of the
first projects,” she
said.
Although
final
plans have yet to be
approved by the
Colby Phillips
board of directors
with additional funding likely required next budget year,
the current proposal involves building a 30-by-30-foot enclosed area to
accommodate current needs and permit expanded marketing potential for
private affairs.
“We have instructors that do CPR,
AAD [Appropriate Athlete DevelopSee ADDITIONAL Page 15
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ment] and lifeguard certifications,”
she said. “We have a lot of people on
staff that can teach these types of
classes that need a room to teach in.”
In addition to offering space to
book private parties and provide expanded training areas the proposal
would include office space.
“It would be temperature-controlled separate from the pool deck,”
she said.
Previously considered childcare
ventures are not included with the
current plan.
“We’re not looking to do an afterschool program,” she said. “We’ve
taken that off the table.”
The inclusion of a fitness room has
been put on the backburner for now
but Phillips said the idea continues to
be talked about in the community,
she said.
Phillips said Sports Core Pool project cost estimates are currently being
sought with a status update scheduled for the OPA Budget and Finance
Committee meeting in November.
“The team has a lot of new capital
ideas across the board that we’ve
brought up and looked at over the
years,” she said. “It’s great that we’re
setting aside funds to do those projects.”
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Pines Golf Course work underway
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Aiming for immediate and long-term turf improvements
at the Ocean Pines Golf Course,
maintenance crews are executing a
multi-point plan expected to be completed later this month.
General Manager of Golf Operations John Malinowskisaid ground
condition issues did arise over the
summer.
“We had a bad spot on some of the
greens,” he said.
In recent weeks the cause of spotty
greens was identified.
“Below the surface about two
inches down, there’s a black layer
that formed,” he said. “It’s a really
thick thatch layer” of compressed organic material.
“In the summertime, it’s a very
thick layer and prevents roots from
going down and busting through it so
that the root layer is really shallow,”
he said.
When root systems fail to extend
far underground, the result is water
stagnating on the surface.
To exacerbate the situation,
Mother Nature recently dealt out
roughly a half foot of precipitation
followed by high heat and humidity.
“That’s where it kind of got us,” he
said.

To resolve the problem, grounds
crews are employing specialized aerating tools.
“They’re very small — in fact, they
call them Ninja Tines because you
can (use) it and it
doesn’t look like
you’re doing anything,” he said.
The proprietary
item, which was introduced in 2017
specifically for “nonJohn Malinowski disruptive aerification” of golf greens,
measures a bit over
four inches in length
and just over a quarter inch in diameter.
“It goes in and
pulls the thatch out
and we just blow it off
John Viola
with a blower and it’s
gone,” he said. “It
doesn’t rip the greens up [or] make a
huge mess like when we do our big
aeration in the spring and fall.”
The aerating apparatus removes
minute plugs of soil without affecting
play.
“You can go and putt right over it
and you don’t even know that the
holes are there,” he said. “It takes 1015 minutes to do a green and then we
just move on.”

The greens improvement regimen
also includes adding a light layer of
sand as top dressing.
“By removing the thatch layer and
getting this little bit of sand mixed in,
it helps with the drainage, helps keep
the roots moving down and helps the
grass stand up straight,” he said. “It’s
just healthier.”
Malinowski said the maintenance
crew is motivated and has a big list of
things it expects to accomplish.
“Between our maintenance … and
public works crew, we’re working
hard on the plan and good things are
coming.”
The workload covers greens, fairways, sand traps and trees.
“We have some areas where we
need to take out some trees because
things are really thick and it doesn’t
allow air movement or sunlight,” he
said. “We’re not clear cutting.”
OPA General Manager John Viola
said feedback from golfers indicate
the course improvement work has
been well received.
“I’ve been down there and spoken
to the outside players,” he said. “They
always mention that it’s a challenging
course.”
Viola said the golfers he polled
noted greens work was occurring but
largely appreciated the importance.
See OP Page 16
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Berlin history chronicled in
photos at Main St. museum
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Berlin residents are
invited to be volunteer curators at the
Calvin B. Taylor House Museum this
month.
By identifying people in photographs that have been donated to the
museum over the years, community
members can help preserve the town’s
history.
“We usually are the ones presenting
the information out to the community
in our exhibits,” said Melissa Reid, the
president of the museum. “But this is
a way we feel like it gives the community the chance to be involved in sharing their knowledge with the museum.
We think that’s important. We want all
the stories of Berlin to be told, and it’s
with the community that can do that.”
Throughout October, the photographs will be displayed in the Harrison Room at the Calvin B. Taylor
House Museum on North Main Street
in Berlin.
“Because the museum is sort of the
receptacle or the repository of a lot of
Berlin history, usually people donate
[photographs] to us in different sets,”
Reid said. “We have them sort of
grouped by theme. Like, we have a
whole set of The Atlantic Hotel

restoration.”
She added that the museum has
collections of photographs from “Runaway Bride” and “Tuck Everlasting” as
well.
The photographs at the museum
date from the birth of photography to
the early 2000s.
“We have a photograph that was
one of the original photographs that
[Eastman Kodak] did actually,” Reid
said.
Recently, Reid and Susan Taylor,
the museum curator, were looking
through photo albums to answer inquiries about town history.
“We did have somebody contact the
museum asking about the fence that
goes around the front of The Atlantic
Hotel, that wrought iron fence,” Reid
said. “When [Taylor] was researching
through The Atlantic Hotel file, she
came across this whole batch of photographs.”
Reid said the discovery of the photographs of the hotel led to a bigger
discussion about who was captured in
the old images.
“We realize that as people are passing away in our community, we have
large groups of photographs that we
don’t know who the people are,” Reid
said. “We thought what a wonderful

PHOTO COURTESY CALVIN B. TAYLOR HOUSE MUSEUM

Local residents are invited to visit the Calvin B. Taylor House Museum on North Main Street in
Berlin throughout October to help identify townspeople in old photographs.

opportunity as part of the outreach to
the town through the museum to actually have people come in … and if they
recognize anybody to put a sticky note
on it, which would allow us as we work
toward digitizing our collection, we
would have a written description to go
with the photograph.”
Reid also expressed gratitude for
the town of Berlin and community
members who shared the museum’s
social media post about identifying the
photographs.
“We’re hoping that all of those

OP golf conditions being improved
Continued from Page 15
“They said we’re moving in the
right direction,” he said. “The part I
heard more often ... they said it is a
very good value.”
Malinowski said maintaining optimal course conditions has become increasingly challenging over the life of
the amenity.
“What people don’t realize is the
golf course was built 50 years ago
when there were hardly any homes
around it and the trees were really
small,” he said.
The Ocean Pines Golf Course,

which broke ground in 1968, was
opened in June 1972.
“We’re continually working on
drainage issues here,” he said.
Over the last half-century, areas
adjacent to the course gradually filled
in with residences.
“As they build more and more
homes, it changes how the water runs
off,” he said.
The land use changes have tended
to steer excessive water flow onto the
course and taxed drainage systems.
“The original infrastructure didn’t
handle all that because it was just flat

BILL CANNON’S GARAGE, INC.
FOR ALL OF YOUR AUTO CARE NEEDS

• Transmission Repair • Emission and Inspections
• Onboard Computer Diagnostics
• Engine Repair and Rebuild • Brake Service
• and Much More!
36389 DuPont Blvd - Rt 113 Selbyville 3 miles North of MD-DE line

302-436-4200
“CERTIFIED NAPA SERVICE CENTER”
With a Nationwide Warranty Program

Established
in 1984

open land,” he said. “For a long time
they didn’t have to worry about water
running off because it just kind of ran
into the woods.”
Viola said the bulk of course
tweaks should be done by the end of
October.
“We have a work plan in place over
the next several weeks,” he said. “We
have solutions.
Malinowski shared the forwardlooking positivity.
“From the first tee to the 18th
green we’re working on a little bit of
everything,” he said.

views and shares translate into people
actually coming and helping us make
sure that as many photographs can be
identified as possible, so we’re not losing that aspect of the history of Berlin,”
Reid said.
The museum is open Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Appointments are not necessary,
but the museum staff requests community members follow the same protocols for tours to view the
photographs during the novel coronavirus pandemic. To schedule a time,
call 410-641-1019 or email taylorhousemuseum@verizon.net.
Currently, six people are permitted
inside the Calvin B. Taylor House Museum at one time.
For more information, visit taylorhousemuseum.org or the Calvin B.
Taylor House Museum Facebook page.

Correction
To clarify last week’s Golf Advisory Committee article, while the
Ocean Pines Association Bylaws
do specify the president appoints
advisory chairpersons, board consent is required.
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Students participate in pageants
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Aminah White and
MaryAnn Catherine Rutzler strive to
bring positive change in their Worcester County communities as they participate in national pageants.
Aminah White, of Germantown
Road in Berlin, will compete in the
junior pre-teen category of the National American Miss Pageant in November in Orlando, Florida.

PHOTO COURTESY ASHLEY CUFFEE

Aminah White, 9, will represent Berlin and
Worcester County at the National American
Miss Pageant in November in Orlando, Florida,
after competing in the state pageant on Sept.
19-20.

White, 9, is excited to represent
Berlin and Worcester County in her
first year of competition.
“It makes me feel like I can have
some control making girls be brave,”
White said. “It makes me feel like I’ll
just be doing good for my community.”
For the state pageant in Virginia on
Sept. 19-20, White was judged on formal wear, a personal introduction, a
resume and an interview as well as a
community service project.
White donated books and school
supplies as part of her community
service project in her neighborhood for
four hours.
She also competed in optional
events, such as acting and casual wear,
at the state pageant.
“What I’m preparing to do to go to
nationals is doing community service,”
White said. “I’m practicing my walk
because that also gives off points. I’m
practicing my pretty feet.”
She added that she is improving her
public speaking skills as well.
“To win nationals would be a dream
come true,” White said. “If I won, I
would definitely try to work as hard as
I could. I would just be going out to do
speeches, and I would like to give girls
braveness, and I would like to give girls
… just that confidence, so they know
that they can do anything anywhere
that they want.”

White has been homeschooled for
four years, and currently she is in the
fourth grade. She is involved with library groups and activities such as
Cyber Streets, a stem/coding program,
as well as a reading literacy program
called PAWS.
In addition, White is a dancer for Xtreme Dance Studio in Laurel,
Delaware.
“As far as I’m concerned with the
pageant, I was really excited as a parent that it wasn’t like catty or just about
how the girls looked,” said Ashley Cuffee, White’s mother. “Everyone was really nice, very helpful, [and] very
supportive of everybody.”
Cuffee said she was impressed with
how the National American Miss Pageant focuses on building the girls’ life
skills and confidence.
MaryAnn Catherine Rutzler, of
Newark, was named the first runnerup nationally for the Young Miss title
in the 2020 Pure International Pageants National pageant in Columbus,
Ohio, over Labor Day Weekend.
“There’s a lot of different emotions
that accompany that title,” Rutzler
said. “I feel very accomplished to have
made it that far and have that title as
first runner up, but there’s also a little
bit of sadness in there because I really
wanted to represent Pure International on a national level, not just as

PHOTO COURTESY COLLEEN RUTZLER

MaryAnn Catherine Rutzler, a 13-year-old
Newark resident, was named the first runnerup nationally for the Young Miss title in the
2020 Pure International Pageants National
Pageant over Labor Day Weekend. Rutzler currently represents Maryland, Delaware and Virginia as Young Miss Eastern Shore.

Young Miss Eastern Shore.”
As the current Young Miss Eastern
Shore, Rutzler competed in the required modeling state wear, formal
wear and personal interview for the in
the junior teen category for ages 13 to
See GIRLS Page 18
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Keeping Dream Alive military donation drive
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Renamed but not repurposed, the “Keeping the Dream
Alive” donation drive for active military
personnel that takes place in Ocean
Pines on Wednesdays during October
continues the nearly two decade holiday-season tradition established by the
late Carl and Anna Foultz.
Larry Walton, Ocean Pines AARP
Chapter 4507 president, said the newly
named venture is a revamped version of
the former Star Charities annual “Holiday Gifts for Soldiers” collection championed by Anna Foultz after her
husband launched it in 2003.
“This year, AARP and Kiwanis have
stepped up to carry it on,” he said.
Walton said the Kiwanis Club of
Greater Ocean Pines and Ocean City
members have jumped on board to
maintain the mission to extend care
and comfort to U.S. Armed Forces
members stationed overseas
“Nonperishables you can box up,” he

SUBMITTED PHOTO/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

Volunteers gathered, last year, to turn donations over to Operation We Care, who packaged and mailed them to U.S. Military men and women serving
overseas.

said, of the kinds of donations the organizations are seeking.
Teaming with Walton on the venture
are fellow past Star Charities members
Barbara Peletier and Sue Walter, as well
as Chris Wanzer from AARP.
Unlike in past years when black or

orange five-gallon collection buckets
were stationed at various locations
throughout Ocean Pines, coronavirus
safety precautions this year dictate that
donations for “Keeping the Dream
Alive” should be dropped off to volunteers on Wednesday mornings in Octo-

ber from 9 a.m. to noon outside the
Ocean Pines Community Center’s Assateague Room.
“They can drive up and even stay in
the car,” he said. “Pop the trunk and
we’ll have people with gloves and volSee STAR Page 19

Girls hope to impact Wor. Co. communities
Continued from Page 17
15. She also competed in optional
events, such as print modeling, runway
modeling, photogenic, portfolio and
craftwork.
She was awarded first place in several categories, including state costume, formal gown, artwork and print
model.
Rutzler, 13, represented the Eastern
Shore in the national pageant.
“I love where I’m from and to be
able to represent it with such an amazing organization is one of the best feelings in the world for me,” Rutzler said.
Her state costume, which was designed by her mother, featured flags of
Maryland, Delaware and Virginia and
her blue overskirt had hand-placed
rhinestones in ocean blues. She held a
Fishers popcorn bucket adorned with
the agricultural and seafood industries
of the Eastern Shore: peaches, corn,
chicken, blue crab, watermelon and

strawberries.
Rutzler’s mother also incorporated
the state flowers of Maryland,
Delaware and Virginia as well as the
Assateague and Chincoteague ponies,
a rhinestone crab mallet, Dolle’s saltwater taffy and Old Bay Seasoning to
the costume. In addition, Colleen constructed the iconic Ocean City Boardwalk welcome arch with lights and a
personalized Maryland license plate on
the back of the archway.
Rutzler said she has been competing in Pure International Pageants for
two years after learning about them
from one of her pageant directors,
April Meilhammer Brilliant.
Brilliant founded Mysic Productions Pageants in 1993.
With a focus on faith, family and
community service, Rutzler said Pure
International Pageants aligns with her
values.
“There’s a national project through
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Pure International, which is called Be
the Impact,” said Colleen, Rutzler’s
mother. “They promote community
service no matter how small or how
large the service is, knowing that
you’re making an impact not only for
yourself but on your community and
your fellow person.”
During the 2019-20 academic year,
Rutzler spearheaded an initiative for
the seventh graders to honor the
eighth graders while engaged in virtual
learning.
Currently, Rutzler is in the eighth
grade at Most Blessed Sacrament
Catholic School on Racetrack Road in
Berlin.
She is involved with Worcester
County 4-H Voyagers, One Year to
Empowerment and Girl Scouts.
She has been a Conference, Regional and National All-American
Scholar for Pop Warner Berlin Seahawks for three years.

In addition, Rutzler has served as a
caregiver for her mother, who is an
acute myeloid leukemia survivor, and
her godmother who died from
metastatic breast cancer after a 14-year
battle. Through her experience as a
caregiver, Rutzler developed a passion
for the American Cancer Society and
Relay for Life of North Worcester
County. She has a team called Royalty
for Relay.
“The American Cancer Society and
Relay for Life is my platform,” said
Rutzler, who is part of the youth advisory for the local Relay for Life committee. “It’s what I base everything I do
on.”
Rutzler will compete in gown modeling, headshot and interview in a
“Hocus Pocus” themed virtual Mystic
Productions pageant. Submissions are
due by Oct. 30. A panel of judges will
critique the submissions, and title
holders will be crowned in November.
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Grant sought to demolish building
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Berlin could be looking at no cost to demolish the buildings
at Heron Park on Old Ocean City Boulevard.
“Potentially, there’s $500,000 in
grant money out there for demolition,
and where I’m talking specifically,
would be the old processing building at
the Tyson plant,” Town Administrator
Jeff Fleetwood told the mayor and
Town Council Monday night.
Fleetwood said he has received
quotes of up to $600,000 to eradicate
the existing structures.
“Three years ago, I had quoted $0,”
he said. “And I’ve seen it as high as
$600,000.”
Ivy Wells, the town’s economic and
community development director, has

been working with Worcester County’s
grant writer to apply for the Strategic
Demolition Grant Fund.
According to the Maryland Department of Housing and
Community Development’s website, the
limited funds are
awarded to projects
“that can have a high
economic and revitalization impact in their
Jeff Fleetwood
existing communities.”
The purpose of the
fund is also to enhance the financial possibilities of “grey field development.”
In addition, Wells is applying for
$100,000 in grant funding to continue
the façade grant program to the downtown commercial district and to purchase historic streetlamps for Pitts Street.

“Every year, I’ve applied for the
Community Legacy Grant to help fund
our façade grant improvement program
that we offer to the downtown businesses in our Main
Street district,” Wells
said.
There is no financial
match required for either grant.
Wells added that she
applies for grants from
Ivy Wells
the Maryland Department of Housing and
Community Development annually.
The mayor and council gave Wells
permission to apply for grants for the
2021 fiscal year that are due on Oct. 15.
If the town receives the grants, Wells
said the projects will go through the request for proposal process.

Star Charities tradition maintained
Continued from Page 18
unteers wearing masks … to take it out.”
Sought-after nonperishables run the
gamut from clothing to snacks, such as
gum, hard candy, hot chocolate packets,
beef jerky, sunflower seeds, powdered
drinks, trail mix, socks, books, playing
cards, board games, puzzle books,
Kleenex, lip balm, dental hygiene items,
razors, non-aerosol deodorant, baby
wipes, body wash and shampoo.
To widen the scope, flu shots can
also be scheduled during the initial
drop off date on Oct. 7.
“They need to call ahead if they want
a flu shot,” he said. “That’s the first
Wednesday only.”
Walton said “Keeping the Dream
Alive” is a new effort that echoes past
drives sponsored by Star Charities,
which was dissolved by Anna Foultz’s
family members after she died last Sep-

tember.
Anna credited her husband, Carl,
who died in 2010 at the age of 86 for envisioning the charity collection for military members stationed abroad.
Carl Foultz, who served in WWII in
the Army’s Communication Service
3363rd Battalion, reportedly recalled
how difficult obtaining supplies was
during wartime. He then suggested
starting what became an annual tradition for 16-years that has spawned a
spin-off inaugural drive this year.
The final “Holiday Gifts For Soldiers” drive in 2019 was launched mere
days after Anna Foultz died and netted
a record haul of donations that were
collected last November by Jeff Merritt,
president and co-founder of Operation
We Care in Salisbury.
Merritt, who launched Operation
We Care in 2007 with his wife, Diana,

conducts charitable drives in May and
November.
Operation We Care is once again
scheduled to receive donations this November to package and mailto soldiers
serving overseas.
Besides organizing mass mailings of
care packages twice annually, funds collected by Operation We Care also support local Veterans Administration
programs in Pocomoke and Cambridge.
Last year, Merritt estimated the nonprofit spent more than $40,000 on
postage for the two rounds of care packages.
In addition to sundry items for soldiers, financial contributions to finance
postage are also welcome.
Checks should be made out to Operation We Care. For questions of further
details contact Peletier at 443-896-4914
or emailbarbpeletier@gmail.com.
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Relay for Life luminaria celebration in Berlin
By Ally Lanasa
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) Like most events, the
annual Relay for Life of North Worcester County has been significantly affected by covid-19 concerns.
This year, the American Cancer Society Relay for Life of North Worcester
County is hosting a drive-through luminaria celebration on Saturday from
7-9 p.m. in downtown Berlin.
“This is the event that is normally an
outdoor overnight camping event at
Frontier Town [the Friday before
Mother’s Day],” said Dawn Hodge, the
volunteer chair of the Relay for Life
North Worcester County committee. “Of
course, with the pandemic we weren’t allowed to do that kind of gathering.”
Jessie Parsons, who is a luminaria
co-chair with Theresa Laviola for the
county committee and a Relay for Life
team leader at Community Church and
Little Lambs Learning Center in Ocean
Pines, said the luminaria ceremony is
usually only one part of the Relay for
Life event.
“Normally, what my role and
Theresa’s role was, was to collect all
the luminaria sales, make sure that the
luminaria and lanterns are labeled in
honor of or in memory of people that
want the names put on the bags,” Parsons said. “Then, we would set them
up according to teams.”
She added that the luminaria ceremony is traditionally scheduled at
dusk with silent laps to observe the
names of those being honored or remembered.
“This year, we couldn’t do the regular ceremony because of covid restrictions and also the American Cancer
Society doesn’t want gatherings because we have a lot of survivors and
people in treatment who normally attend our events,” Parsons said.
Instead, luminaria bags and
lanterns will light up Main Street in

Berlin on Saturday, honoring and remembering loved ones who have been
afflicted by cancer. Each light will represent a life that has been taken by
cancer, a survivor of cancer or a support for a person still fighting the disease.
Luminaria bags cost $10 and the
lanterns cost $25 with all proceeds
benefiting the American Cancer Society. Participants who donate $25 for
the lantern are able to keep it, Hodge
added.
“Those can be purchased online or
from any relayer that you know,”
Hodge said.
Luminaria sales close on the website Thursday, but donations can be
made to the American Cancer Society
at any time.
Participants can either drive down
Main Street or walk from the intersection of Stevenson Lane and Main
Street to the intersection of Main
Street and Jefferson Street on Saturday to see the luminaria bags and
lanterns.
“You don’t have to be any Relay for
Life participant in the past. This is for
everyone to come and enjoy,” Hodge
said.
Registration is not required to join
the relay.
“We would like survivors to register
because we do intend to recognize survivors,” Hodge said. “In the past, that’s
been with a dinner and the first lap has
always been a survivor’s lap … What
we plan to do is make a big sign that
says ‘Honk if you’re a survivor.’”
Also, the organizers will be stationed at the church at the beginning
of the event to distribute items for survivors, such as the annual survivor pin.
Hodge said that this is the first time
a Relay for Life luminaria display will
take place in downtown Berlin.
“It’s a smaller event this year. Obviously, we still need to raise money for

ALLY LANASA/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

Jessie Parsons, left, and Theresa Laviola, the luminaria co-chairs of the Relay for Life of North
Worcester County, collect lantern and luminaria sales at Windmill Creek Vineyard and Winery in
Berlin on Friday for the upcoming drive-through luminaria celebration this Saturday.

the American Cancer Society because
research can’t stop,” Parsons added. “A
lot of different research gets money
from the American Cancer Society. The
American Cancer Society also offers
services like Road to Recovery, and also
we have a network of volunteers that
offers rides to treatments. We have the
Hope Lodge in Baltimore, where people that live far from those great hospitals, like [Johns] Hopkins and the
University of Maryland, can stay there
for free during their treatment.”
Parsons said there is a 24-hour hotline as well for people to call and ask
questions about cancer and treatment.
Typically, the local Relay for Life
raises $170,000 for the American Cancer Society from the event at Frontier
Town and the holiday wrapping fashion show at the Ronald E. Powell Convention Center in Ocean City, Hodge
said. She added that the organizers are
planning to host a virtual luncheon
with an auction amid the novel coronavirus pandemic.
“We actually are very happy that
we’ve been able to raise anything,”
Hodge said.
As of Monday morning, $30,525.52
has been raised.
“We don’t want people to forget
about how important it is to fundraise

for the cancer society’s research and
patient services,” Hodge said. “Especially right now, people with covid are
having such a hard time getting to their
treatment … We don’t want our community to forget about that.”
Berlin Town Administrator Jeff
Fleetwood said traffic will be one way
going south on Main Street to Jefferson Street between 7-9 p.m. on Saturday. Parking will not be allowed on
Main Street during the event.
Hodge advises those who plan to
walk to park in the public lots and walk
to Stevenson United Methodist
Church.
“We definitely based this entire
event for those folks who are not comfortable being out in a crowd because
of covid, and a lot of our people coming
are going to be survivors or susceptible,” Hodge said.
She added that most participants
are survivors or caregivers.
Hodge said the organizers are taking precautions to ensure the safety
and comfort of all participants.
Although it is an outdoor event, face
coverings will be enforced when social
distancing cannot be maintained walking downtown.
For more information, visit relayforlife.org/northworcestermd.
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Hazmat team summoned to Ocean Pines
By Greg Ellison
Staff Writer
(Oct. 1, 2020) What began as a
welfare check at a residence in Ocean
Pines on Sunday afternoon grew into
a three-hour response involving multiple agencies, including the Worcester County Hazmat team.
Police Chief Leo Ehrisman said
the Ocean Pines Volunteer Fire Department was alerted for a medical
emergency just after 4 p.m. on Sunday.
“It was basically a check welfare
because of a subject that wasn’t acting quite right,” he said. “It started
really simple and then got really complex.”
Paramedics arrived first to the
scene in north Ocean Pines to assess
the patient’s condition, while a police
officer began investigating the emergency scene.
“Both the person and my officer
felt ill so then it becomes an issue of
has there been exposure to something,” he said.
With uncertainties arising at the
scene, Ocean Pines Assistant Fire

Chief Joe Widgeon requested a full
fire and hazmat response. Also arriving at the location were Worcester
County Sheriff’s officers.
“Then when the fire department
thought it may be a contamination or
chemical exposure, it became an environmental issue for public safety,”
he said.
After emergency responders
deemed the scene a potential hazmat
incident, nearby residences were
evacuated.
“The rest was done for precautions
to confirm nothing toxic is outside or
inside the residence,” he said. “That
all has to be done by hazmat and environmental control.”
After hazmat responders concluded no health threats were involved, the Ocean Pines Police and
Worcester County Sheriff’s office assumed control of the investigation.
“It is a mental health issue, so it’s
protected,” he said. “He was transported for examination at Peninsula
Regional and my officer was transported to AGH for an examination
and was released.”

PHOTO COURTESY OCEAN PINES VOL. FIRE DEPT.

Ocean Pines firefighters assist Worcester County Hazmat team members during an hours-long
medical emergency response where environmental contamination concerns arose on Sunday in
North Ocean Pines.
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damage, building damage, failing infrastructure, excessive flooding and
chemical spills can be extremely
costly to correct.
Going to the bank and borrowing
funds for unplanned issues or continually allocating money from the general fund is extremely bad policy.
Currently, we have a general fund
budget of $5.9 million. A threemonth reserve fund would be approximately $1.5 million; however, it will
take time for Berlin to get to that
level.
Each year, we will need to budget
a portion of funds until we reach the
$1.5 million target. Down the road we
will need to look at setting reserves
for all departments. Budget planning
five years in advance will help us
achieve these goals that much sooner.
Once elected, I certainly look forward
to working with the council and passing this much needed and long overdue reserve policy.
Weeg: I side with some of the
other members of the candidate pool,
and that is we should maintain at
least 16.7 percent of our budget in a
reserve, and we should also very explicitly in that policy explain what
and what not it cannot be used for. It
should not be used for anything that
is not [mayor and council] approved
as things have sometimes been in
times past with other sources of finances.
To fund this, we will have to be
diligent in scouring the budget for efficiencies that are not being thought
of. At the present time, we have
yearly revenue just north of $15 million, and I have to believe that there’s
some fat in there we can begin to
fund the reserve with.
At the same time, since we stopped
paying ourselves back half of the debt
we owed ourselves we should be able
to find some extra resources there to
begin more funding options for the
reserve.
Orris: The policy currently being
drafted is a great opportunity to es-

tablish a path forward financially as
well as the fact it’s a reserve. The
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) suggests two to three
months of reserve. As we continue in
this process in the future, I would
like to look at building a six-month
reserve.
I believe this can be done over time
and after evaluating our budget(s) we
currently adopt. With all the borrowing and paying ourselves back, surely,
we can reallocate money into this reserve.I’m looking forward to having
an active role as that policy develops
and working with the new council.
Nichols: I believe that there
should be at least enough funds to
cover three months of expenses in the
reserve account, by making budget
cuts, obtaining grant funds for other
budget items and limiting spending
we should be able to begin to build a
reverse account.
Packey: The standard best accepted account practice is three
months of town expenditure – or in
our case approximately $1.5 million.
We have $16,000. I think we should
not try to increase the reserve all at
one time. In essence, we should not
cannibalize our current programs. Instead we need to make the adjustments necessary to free up some
funds and gradually and systematically increase the reserves until we
meet the desired levels.
How will you work to unite the diverse population of Berlin as a councilmember?
Knerr: Berlin is definitely a very
diverse community and a very welcoming community at that. We are
fortunate that we live in a town
where you feel safe walking the
streets day or night. We are also fortunate to have a multitude of special
events in Berlin that everyone can
enjoy.
A first step to strengthen the community bonds is to redevelop the
multipurpose building on Flower

Street into a state-of-the-art community center. This project is long overdue. A new community center could
be used for multicultural events, education classes, kids’ afterschool programs and local area club activities.
The point being it provides a centralized area to bring people together.
Another step-in fostering community relationships would be to work
with the Berlin Chamber of Commerce to hold a Heritage Festival.
You bring music, art, craft and people
from all walks of life together in a celebratory manor. This could be held at
Stephen Decatur Park, Henry Park or
utilize the land area at Heron Park.
Next, I believe it is time that the
mayor and Berlin Council request
that the state install proper crosswalks with time indicators at the intersection of [U.S. Route] 113 and Old
Ocean City Boulevard. A great number of residents cross that intersection every day, and it is extremely
dangerous. As a community, we need
to make it safe and easy for residents
to travel from one area to another.
Berlin is about all of us.
Weeg: For my diversity plan, I
will do what I always do, and that is
to help all people understand that
everyone is just a person no matter
what color their skin is, who they vote
for or who they choose to love.I love
to do this with “edge” situations and
getting people of different backgrounds into situations where they
have to interact.Please Google what
the “the edge effect” is — it’s beautiful
in nature as well as in human interactivity.
I will also reach out to the State
Highway Administration to get a
crosswalk box at Old Ocean City Road
and [U.S.]Route 113. I think it’s time
for something this basic. It’s been too
long, too many administrations.
I’ll reach back out to Mr. Andrade
at Maxima 95.3 (the Latino music
station) and work on a Latino music
festival in Berlin for the spring of
2021 or some other time in the future. There’s nothing more unifying
than music and food, and Hispanic

people do both of those things very
well!
I’ll work on town-sponsored
events on Flower Street. I will work
on planting the seeds to establish a
Saturday morning “Flower Street
Flower Market.”
I’ll work on embellishing our
parks, with things that attract people
of all types. Imagine these: a pumptrack, a set of outdoor ping-pong tables, or bocce ball courts, and chess
tables — all simple things we can do,
and each brings diversity to the
proverbial table in and of itself. And
then eventually with funding, a skate
park and more uses for Heron Park!
Orris: I feel that one of the best
ways to unite our population is
through a community center. I’m
looking forward to working with the
council on ways to, a), finance such
an idea — whether it’s fixing up the
multipurpose building on Flower
Street or a new facility in the future
through grants and partnerships and,
b), work with the community on the
type of programming that facility
would offer to not only our children
but our elderly population and everyone in between of all races and backgrounds.
I’ve always felt Berlin has been
welcoming, and that’s due to mutual
respect and our collective charm.Before the facility, I feel we can work
with our [Economic and Community
Development Department], the
Berlin Community Improvement Association, our chamber of commerce
and other partners to find ways to diversify events and bring the
entiretyof our Berlin community together.
Nichols: Building a community
center that would serve the entire
town could be the one of the biggest
ways to unite the town. Our children
would be working and playing together in enrichment programs that
would foster bounds that cross the
racial/economical divide.
Until the community center is established, we could start on a smaller
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scale with community gardens and
neighborhood morals, which could
pair up our youth with older residents
of the town to help build a sense of
ownership and bonds between the
generations. These projects can be located on the eastern side of [U.S.
Route] 113 as well as the main areas
of town, which again will strengthen
the connections throughout the entire community.

silience element is an excellent guide
for outlining a long-term vision for
resilience and sustainability.
Weeg: I will work with experts to
devise plans to handle flooding,
[which is] our chief concern in this
area.I will look for solutions that are
not short-sighted, that are not
grandiose, but that are pragmatic.
Starting with small things that make
big changes and working our way up
to long-term goals with good data are
the only ways forward. I would also
like to see the town put more resources into renewable energy electricity production as opposed to
continuing to rely on non-renewable
fossil fuels.

Packey: We have to maintain and
expand our policy of inclusion. Make
a deliberate effort to let the diverse
population know that they are part of
Berlin and that their opinions matter.
Communicate with the residents and
see what they would like in terms of
special events.
Moreover, the tangible efforts
need to be worthwhile and cost effective. Examples could include, opening a youth center utilizing the
available facility, holding a Latin
Music festival and perhaps a crabcake/crab soup competition all held
in District 3. That way the diverse
population enjoyably increase their
participation with all of Berlin and
would have visible proof that they are
a valued part of the community.

Nichols: No comment was provided.

What are some of your objectives
to increase the town’s resilience and
sustainability amid climate change?

Packey: First, we need to make
sure our first responders are adequately funded and properly taken

Knerr: The good news for the residents of Berlin is that town officials
began working on a resilience element in 2019. They received a
$20,000 grant and worked with the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources to draft a plan which will be
included in the [comprehensive plan]
by the end of 2020.
The resilience plan is a long-term
initiative that will guide us through
any major disaster, whether it is climate or human related. Berlin is not
prone to coastal flooding, but we do
get severe rains that cause major
flooding on many of the low-lying
areas in Berlin.
Unfortunately, correcting this
flooding will take several million dollars and a lot of these flooding issues
have yet to be addressed. We also
know that in the next century we will
experience rising sea levels, increased
water temps and higher air temps
throughout our area.
This will have a major impact on
our health, air quality, power usage
and water availability. Going forward
Berlin needs to have our Storm Water
Management Plan updated to make
sure we are applying the best and
most cost-effective corrective actions
necessary. We need to be extremely
diligent about applying for grant
funding. I would recommend we
adopt green infrastructure when it
comes to new development. Education of our residents would also be
one of my objectives. The Berlin re-

Orris: Through continued development of the reserve policy and updating our comprehensive plan, I
think we will be better able to prepare
as best we can for any future
event.My number one objective will
always be the safety of life and property of the residents, businesses and
visitors of the town.

care of. They are on the front line.
Second, we need to identify our
strengths and weaknesses. For example, is heat the problem or water
damage, perhaps wind? What is the
threat? We need to prioritize the
threats. We need to identify exactly
what we are facing using the best
available data. Third, do we need to
do something completely new or
would strengthening our existing system be the most beneficial and cost
effective?
Finally, what is the best approach
– mitigation or adaptation? I think
we need to approach climate change
efficiently to optimize out long run
benefit. Because, climate change is
real and a long-term problem. If you
are curious, I have co-authored two
journal articles on this subject. I believe they are on-line. If not, I can
make them available to you.
Assuming no one supports an increase in the tax rate next year, do
you believe that same rate can be
maintained during your four-year
term? If yes, what would you do to
assure that?
Knerr: Holding the line on the
current tax rate will require us to
thoroughly look at all spending control options without cutting services
and explore new ways to generate

revenue that will not place the burden
on our taxpayers.
We all know that infrastructure
and equipment costs add up. With
paving projects and repairs on the
horizon, it will be a challenge to keep
the budget balanced in the future.
However, I do believe with careful
planning we can stand firm on our
current tax rate in the next four years.
Rather than plan from one year to
the next, we need to look five years
out and project our revenue and expenses, so we are prepared for what
comes next. We need to make sure
that all projects are put out to bid
rather than select a single source contractor.
We need to thoroughly review
each [request for proposal] we put
out for bid to make sure we have covered all the necessary contingencies,
so we don’t get hit with after the fact
change orders. I have direct experience working with $120 million
budgets on down, from the many
boards I have served on.
Being in business for the past 36
years provided a solid lesson on how
to plan and budget my company’s finances that allowed me to grow the
operation from one year to the next.
This experience will be invaluable
while serving on the Berlin Town
Council.
See TOWN COUNCIL Page 29
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Please send all letters and other editorial submissions to
editor@baysidegazette.com by 5 p.m. Monday.

Berlin 2020 election
largest race in awhile
Berlin has yet another advantage that other jurisdictions
can only wish they had: an abundance of qualified candidates
for local office.
Whereas other communities have struggled at times to
produce full fields of worthy office-seekers, Berlin has so
many this year that voters will have some difficult choices to
make in next Tuesday’s election.
This is an intelligent bunch of people, any one of whom
could do a capable job for the town. That’s not just a rarity,
that’s almost unheard of at any political level.
What, then, is the deciding factor in our endorsements?
Time in grade, as in years of service to the community either
in government or other civic pursuits, and community involvement overall.
It’s for that reason that we are endorsing Gee Williams for
mayor. He’s certainly not infallible and has made mistakes,
but who hasn’t? More importantly, however, is that his vision
for what Berlin could become has helped lead the economic
and cultural resurgence that has made Berlin the envy of
small towns up and down the Eastern Shore.
If he’s reelected, this probably will be his last term, thus
keeping open the opportunity for one of his younger challengers to advance to that post in the next election cycle.
In the Town Council contest, Jack Orris in District 2 has
no competition, but the race is on in two other districts.
Our endorsement for the at-large council seat goes to
long-time resident and public service veteran Jay Knerr. He
has the business background and experience in government
through his service on the town’s Board of Zoning Appeals
and the Worcester County Planning Commission.
For the council seat for District 3, we are endorsing
Shaneka Nichols, whose family ties to Berlin go back more
than a century, and who is employed in town at Berlin Intermediate School. Through these ties to the community, she
knows the lay of the land, so to speak, as well as the needs of
the town and her district.
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Letters to the editor
Appointment
opposed
Editor,
I do not know Austin
[Purnell] personally and do
not want to have this statement taken as slander about
his personal life, demeanor
or qualifications as a businessman. However, I do object to his appointment as a
member of the town of
Berlin’s Planning and Zoning Board.
Mayor [Gee] Williams’
nomination of Mr. Purnell is
a gross violation of the
Maryland and Berlin Code of
Ethics in that an appointment to the Planning & Zoning Board of Berlin is a
direct conflict of interest to
any or all decisions made by
the committees and subsequently the Town Council
for two reasons.
1. Austin Purnell is the
son of a current Town Council member, Troy Purnell
who inevitably makes decisions of issues that are presented to the Town Council

by the Planning and Zoning
Board.
Yes, Troy could recuse
himself from voting on such
issues but the influence of
Austin on the Planning/Zoning Boards and Troy on the
Town Council is detrimental
to honest and unbiased voting and decision making
through personal influence
and impairment of decision
making which could jeopardize the integrity of the
planning and zoning board.
2. Austin Purnell is a wellestablished Realtor, builder,
developer and entrepreneur
of many holdings within and
surrounding the town of
Berlin and would be inclined
to present building plans,
variances or inclusions
through annexation to the
planning and zoning boards
that if approved would benefit him, his holdings and his
business.
It is a well-known fact
that Mr. Troy Purnell and
Mayor Williams hold a certain amount of camaraderie
in the town of Berlin through

the sale of the Heron Park
property and many developments and annexations approved throughout the town
limits that have benefited
the Purnell Holdings.
Upon speaking with numerous town residents about
this appointment, all were
appalled and questioned the
reasoning behind this blatant display of favoritism,
political wrangling and apathy towards the residents of
Berlin.
It is also a fact that multiple Code of Ethics violations
were submitted regarding
this appointment.
Mr. Williams emphatically said in the Mayor’s
Forum that there was no
such thing as “the Good Old
Boys Club” and that favoritism was not an issue in
his decision making.
Mr. Williams, I’m going
to let the residents of Berlin
decide if that is a true or
false statement. Voting takes
place on Tuesday, Oct. 6.
James Meckley
Berlin

www.baysideoc.com
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penditures. I will be doing a 12-year
review and plan to send out reports
on where the funds were spent each
year. I will be requesting a salary review and compare to other towns of
comparable size and amenities. We
also will need to have a full equipment and vehicle review, department
assigned, purchase price and date, as
well as estimated dates for replacement.
I plan a full process review of every
department where I will be looking
for inefficiencies that can be corrected and ultimately save money. I
will spend time in each department
with the work crews to see where they
are spending their time and garner
information on what we could do to
increase efficiency, eliminate redundancy, rework and contract usage. I
will be asking the question “Why do
we do it that way?”
There is a need for a full contract
review. If it is something we can do,
why are we contracting it out? We
also need to advertise all upcoming
contracts to get a better pricing. We
need to cancel those that are no
longer needed. Just renewing contracts is not acceptable.
We also need to determine if our
grant writers are adequately trained
to get the most out of future requests.

We should write for as many grants
as possible, taking advantage of state
and federal funds. Please remember
that we need a specific amount of
money to put against grant requests.
Todd: I wish I could sit here and
tell you that I had the answers to fixing the town’s financial situation. The
fact of the matter is we are living in a
time that is more uncertain than it’s
ever been so it’s more important than
ever to have our finances in order.
I’m looking over the budget, educating myself through watching Town
Hall meetings, reading every article I
can find with the words “Berlin” and
“budget” in it. I cannot sit here and
tell you though with a good conscience that I have all the answers to
that question. All I can say is I’m not
afraid to ask any question. I’ll work
tirelessly to do whatever it takes to
get things on track and transparent. I
look forward to working with everyone involved to get the citizens of
Berlin their money’s worth.
What level of the unrestricted
fund balance, or the reserves, do you
believe should be maintained in the
general fund for generally accepted
accounting purposes (GAAP) and
budgetary purposes? What is your
plan to increase the reserves fund to

that amount?
Williams: I fully support the
town’s Finance Department’s recommendation to maintain a general
fund reserve equal to three months of
general fund expenses, or about $1.5
million. I also support the proposed
policy that designates targeted balances for the general fund of threemonths equivalent of operating
expenses; a capital reserve of
$100,000; a debt reduction reserve
to pay principal and interest on all
long-term debt for one year; and a
disaster response and recovery reserve of $250,000.
The policy to be adopted this fall
would determine what amount of the
borrowing the town should forgive to
itself, and what amount should be
paid back to the general fund over
time, about 10 to 15 years. The proposed policy recommended by the Finance Department is to build-up the
general fund reserves to cover three
months of annual general fund expenses, or about $1.5 million.
Here’s the interesting thing, the
town already has millions in reserve
funds, but would be setting a standard for general fund reserves going
forward and also setting specific minimums for the other reserve funds.
The action that was necessary to

make all this work was taken during
the formulation and passage of last
year’s FY 20 budget.
The town is now operating in the
FY 21 budget and in the process of
fine-tuning policies for these reserve
accounts and establishing a minimum for the general fund reserves
and should move forward in establishing a reserve policy for these various funds.
Tyndall: Over the past four years
as a councilmember, I have worked to
put the town on better fiscal footing
by addressing budgetary borrowing
and eliminating excessive spending.
The answer to establishing an adequate reserve fund relates to the
management of public funds and the
adoption of reserve goals.
I believe it is important for the
mayor to provide regular reporting of
the reserve fund balance and notify
the council any time money is taken
out of this account. The Government
Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
recommends that municipal governments have three months of operating expenses in a reserve fund for
emergency purposes.
In the town of Berlin, this would
be approximately $1.5 million. Currently, the Town of Berlin only has
See MAYORAL Page 26
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$16,000 in their emergency fund. As
mayor, I will adopt the GFOA's recommendations to ensure that the
town of Berlin is adequately prepared
for unanticipated expenses that may
arise. I will work to reduce unnecessary spending and find revenue-generating opportunities for Heron Park,
which will alleviate $200,000 of debt
service on the general fund.
Bireley: I am not sure of the need
for a reserve fund. Proper budgeting
would not cause this to be necessary.
But not only that, but why is a slush
fund of this nature necessary if it is
only going to be used in the case of an
emergency. But currently it seems
this fund could be raided at any time
at the whim of the mayor. And if such
a fund were created and funded
where would the revenue come from
to establish this fund? TAXES!!!!!
Allen: Part 1: Establishing a reserve policy is considered a best practice. The purpose of the Berlin
Reserve Policy is to provide budgeting for the unexpected. The question
is how much should be kept in reserve? The Government Finance Officers Association recommends that
there should be a formal policy on the
level of fund balance to be maintained. They also recommend a minimum level of 16.7 percent of the
general fund revenues or two months
operating expenses. Other sites recommend from eight percent to 50
percent.
I think we should work towards increasing our reserve fund to at least
three months’ operating expenses,
this would equate to 25 percent. My
rationale is that if we had a major
problem with sewage treatment
plant, we would have funds available
without impacting our general fund.
Part 2: Following an extensive
budget review, I plan to have the
council agree to move a small percentage of the operating funds into
the reserve fund each month to
slowly build up the reserves. Until the
review can be accomplished, I cannot

be specific on the exact amount. I also
plan to look at current work
processes, identify areas that can be
improved and/or redesigned, and
save money that can be added.
Todd: I’d like to make sure that
this is something that is definitely
discussed further once anyone is
elected. I just found out through the
last question and answer session that
the mayor and council do not agree
on the reserve amount that they have
now.
Reserves are for emergency purposes only, in my opinion, and the
fact that we do not understand how
much money we currently have is beyond me. If this year has taught us
anything, it’s that it never hurts to
have some money backed up. I’d like
to see that we could sustain ourselves
for three months. That may be a lofty
ambition, but it’s a good goal to have.
I think a good start is to understand
exactly what is going on with the reserve policy that we may or may not
have in place now. Then we can go
from there.
How will you approach the issue
of the Berlin Fire Company EMS
being understaffed? Do you believe it
is the town’s or the county’s responsibility to provide the Berlin Fire
Company EMS with sufficient financial support?
Williams: Berlin does not have a
problem with funding firefighting
services to protect our town. We do
have serious concerns with the growing accelerated cost for Emergency
Medical Services. Berlin in the 21st
Century has provided more annual
funding for Fire/EMS than any other
town in Worcester County — with the
exception of Ocean City.
In the past four years, Berlin’s
grant to the [Berlin Fire Company]
for firefighting and EMS services has
totaled $1,950,000. This is an average of $487,500 per year. This is a
larger average annual grant from any
incorporated community in Worcester County, except Ocean City.
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During this same time period —
grants from Snow Hill are $110,000
per year; Pocomoke $150,000; and
Ocean Pines (which has a year-round
population of just over 12,000) averages $400,000 per year.
The Berlin Fire Company says they
need an additional $200,000 each
year to provide two additional paid
EMS staff. The town’s position is that
a significant percentage of EMS calls
in Berlin result from transient traffic
on U.S. Route 50 and U.S. Route 113
which both intersect our town’s borders. The additional demand for
these EMS services should not be
paid for by Berliners. The town of
Berlin should not be expected to put
up an additional $200,000 for EMS.
The growing cost of EMS in Berlin
and other local mainland communities should be the responsibility of
Worcester County.
Tyndall: The Town of Berlin and
the Berlin Fire Company share a
common goal of protecting the people, businesses and visitors of Berlin.
More now than ever, our fire company is called upon to provide a wide
range of emergency medical and fire
services.
Our fire company has struggled to
contain costs without sacrificing services for several years. Currently, the
[Berlin Fire Company] provides fire
and EMS services to both the town
and the county. I believe that it the
responsibility of both the town of
Berlin and Worcester County to help
offset some of the [fire company's]
funding needs.
With the demand for increased
services, the fire company needs to
add capacity by recruiting additional
volunteers and adding career staff.
This is important in order to prepare
for emerging threats to public health
and safety, such as the current covid19 pandemic.
As the next mayor, I will continue
to be a strong advocate for the fire
company and work closely with them
to seek alternative funding and revenue-producing opportunities.
Bireley: Where did this data orig-

inate that claimed that the EMS is understaffed? We cannot drain blood
from the taxpayers to create a perfect
world. We must seek advice from
everyone in the community and listen
to their input on how to solve this
problem, if, in fact, it is a problem.
However, I am of the opinion that
the county should fund all EMS units
in Worcester County. They do have
sufficient tax base to support such a
proposal and they would ensure all
citizens in the county are equally protected and provided for. I am told
Sussex County funds their EMS programs.
Allen: Part 1: We need to resolve
the funding issue between the town
and [the Berlin Fire Company]. During the April 13 work session, Mayor
Williams informed the [Berlin Fire
Company] that the town would be
cutting the annual funding for the
[fiscal year].
(See information in the Bayside
Gazette March 20 and July 30 and
the Dispatch on April 16 and July 30
issues). Until this can be done, the
[Berlin Fire Company] will need to
support the 3 FTE EMS members
with a volunteer EMS member. Until
I can get into the books and determine where we are and what we have,
I do not know where or how we can
replace the funds previously designated to the [fire company].
Part 2: According to the Report for
Fire and Emergency Medical Services
Funding Study dated April 5, 2018,
the funding of the [Berlin Fire Company] is a shared expense between
the town and the county.
In the world of quality, you bring
all the stakeholders together. You sit
at the table and discuss all the issues
and identify the broad direction you
wish to go. This is followed with
meetings to discuss goals and objectives. These form the vital link between
direction
setting
and
deployment. Goals cover the organizations’ broad intent by defining what
is to be attained over the long term.
Objectives specify what is to be
achieved in a scheduled period to
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progress to the goal.
As of now, we appear to be at an
impasse. The county, town, and fire
company need to meet and discuss
where we are and come to a consensus of where we want to be. When
Berlin votes in the new mayor, this
may bring a new perspective to the
table and a resolution can be worked
out. (Note, this is a countywide issue
with several towns and there was a
request for subsequent meetings.)
Todd: If I am elected, I will do
everything I can to make sure that the
Berlin Fire Company is sufficiently
funded. I will continue to do so as
long as I am in office. Fire and EMS
are some of the first people there in
the worst situations in your life.
The least we could do is stop playing games and support them adequately. I think it’s absolutely the
town’s responsibility to do so. Berlin
needs to be as safe as it is cool. If we
are going to bring people to town, we
need to make sure that we can keep
them safe.
What are some of your objectives
to increase the town’s resilience and
sustainability amid climate change?
Williams: I have led the way in
Berlin to address two areas that are
meaningful in reducing the negative
impacts of climate change. Those areas
are mitigating stormwater flooding and
starting the conversion of our town
electric power generation to a more environmentally responsible and financially beneficial alternative, natural gas.
In Berlin, as with much of the MidAtlantic region, shorter winters, earlier and much rainier springs,
followed by summers dominated by
longer and more severe heat waves is
already becoming a norm. For the
past two decades, this has resulted in
unprecedented flooding in some residential neighborhoods in our town.
As mayor, I led the effort that resulted in creating a Berlin Stormwater Utility. I also made a top priority
[of] mitigating and significantly reducing the damage caused to homes
and property in Berlin resulting from
heavy rainstorms. In 2012, the town
of Berlin was the first municipality in
Maryland to earn certification as a
Sustainable Community and since
that time has been recertified.
It is my pledge to all, that our town
continue to lead by example and continue to qualify for recertification
going forward. This requires ongoing
investments to significantly reduce
stormwater flooding in those neighborhoods where it remains a threat.
Since 2016, the town of Berlin has
invested over $2.5 million in eliminating stormwater east of Main
Street. The next challenge is to attack stormwater flooding that still
plagues neighborhoods along and
bordering West Street. I am fully

committed to that goal.
Tyndall: Local government has
an obligation to inform residents
about climate change issues and why
building resilience to climate change
is important to our community. By
doing so, people, their property and
their livelihoods will be better protected.
As the next mayor, one of my goals
is to collaborate and coordinate with
county and state agencies to help
Berlin respond to extreme weather
events such as intensified rainfall,
hurricanes, and fires that may have a
damaging environmental impact.
During my tenure as a councilmember, I participated in developing the draft Comprehensive Climate
Change Resilience Plan. This was the
initial effort to brainstorm how best

to prepare Berlin to respond to climate change events.
As the town moves forward in developing its resilience plan, it's imperative that it include initiatives
related to public health, such as emissions from power plants, quality
drinking water and an efficient
wastewater management system. The
plan should also have a public information campaign to promote recycling in every home and business.
Bireley: After the second World
War, many oil companies drilled off
the Atlantic seashore. They apparently did not find a lot of oil, but they
did learn there is substantial warm
water underground.
When I was serving as administrative director, I was fortunate in obtaining a grant to study this
geothermal energy. The study re-

vealed that as you moved inland away
from the coast, the amount of warm
water declined. The study also revealed at that time there were sufficient homes in the town that used
warm water to heat their homes, that
this would make such a system profitable. And add in the need to require
all newly constructed homes to use
water to heat their homes would only
make the project more desirable.
As mayor, I established a recycling
program for municipal waste. The
program is still being used; however,
not everyone is utilizing it. Simply
follow the recycling truck on its route
and note the number of homes with
no pickup. An education program is
needed to convince the citizens of the
need to recycle and the benefits from
such a program.
See MAYORAL Page 29
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Snapshots

ALLY LANASA/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

BRUNCH
Berlin residents and visitors enjoy the cooler weather during Sunday brunch at the Atlantic Hotel on South Main Street.

ALLY LANASA/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

GREG ELLISON/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

JAM SESSION

PLAY TIME

A crowd enjoys live music by Severna Park, Maryland resident Mark O’Dell at Windmill Creek Vineyard and Winery in Berlin on Friday.

Children put swings and slides to the test, under the watchful eye of elders on Sunday at White
Horse Park in Ocean Pines.

CRAFTER
Carolyn Tosti was
named the Ocean
Pines Pine'eer Craft
Club’s crafter of the
month for September.
SUBMITTED PHOTO/
BAYSIDE GAZETTE

ALLY LANASA/BAYSIDE GAZETTE

RECOGNITION
Mayor Gee Williams recognized At-large Councilman Thom Gulyas, left, and District 3 Councilman
Elroy Brittingham for their service to Berlin as elected officials during their last meeting on Monday.
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Continued from Page 27
I am aware that in recent years a
company contracted with the county
to construct wells at the county landfill to extract methane to be used as
fuel to generate electricity. The project has since been abandoned. I was
told the failure was because the landfill was too new, and the methane had
not yet developed. We have a much
older landfill near Berlin that may
contain sufficient gas to make such a

possibility a reality. I find this possibility intriguing.
Allen: I would recommend that
homeowners and businesses purchase
and install solar panels to reduce our
dependency on fossil fuel. We have installed solar panels on our home and
have a net zero use of electricity.
To assist the townspeople, I recommend that we provide anyone who
purchases and installs panels a four

percent Berlin tax credit for one year.
This will make up the difference of
the original federal tax credit from 30
percent to 26 percent.
I would also like to obtain grant
funding to convert the remaining
diesel generators to natural gas and
increase the size of the units.

ron Park or the whole thing. I love
green space, and I think it’s vitally important to keep as much of it as we
can. That space could be beneficial for
stormwater, wind farms [or] anything
of the sort. I’m a firm believer in alternative energy sources, and I’d love to
embrace that as much as possible.

Todd: I think I may have been one
of two candidates that did not say that
they would want to sell parts of Her-

www.baysideoc.com

TOWN COUNCIL CANDIDATES
Continued from Page 23
Weeg: I believe the challenge for
Berlin’s finances lies in our expenses,
not in our revenues. Last year, the
town had revenues in excess of $15
million, and I believe Berlin can continue to offer the same level of services it offers its residents, without
increasing taxes, by improving the efficiency of our operations.
Additionally, we can look at increasing revenue by adjusting the
cost of developing commercial and
multi-residential projects. We need
to strengthen our financial situation
and make adjustments to both expenses and other revenue sources be-

fore we look at increasing revenue
through tax increases.
At the same time, we may want to
look at taxing multi-unit properties
by the unit, rather than by the single
property if we are not already.
I look forward to your vote on Oct.
6. I am running for the at-large position which means any registered
voter from any of our four districts
can vote for me! Thank you again, to
everyone in Berlin. Your support has
been amazing, and I look forward to
making you proud.
Orris: No one can predict what
will happen in the future, but what I
can promise is that I will always look

for opportunities to save first with
every budget that the mayor presents
to the council every year for the fouryear term.
Nichols: I believe that tax rates
don’t necessarily have to increase in
the immediate future. If we grow the
town smarter, we should able to manage tax rates better.
Packey: To be honest, that depends on how and when we get out of
the covid problem and minimize its
damage on our tourist industry.
Other issues that need to be addressed are: Can we review the
budget and make the necessary

changes that result in increasing our
available cash flow so we can build up
our reserves and have a stable
budget? How do we treat the sewer
loan issue?
If we move aggressively and efficiently, I think we can. I will act and
vote in way that encourages those actions. One issue that remains is –
what do we do with Heron Park? I
think if we can act in a way that reduces the financial obligations associated with the park (either by selling
off part of it or by turning part of it
into a revenue generating venue), it
will contribute to our ability to keep
that current tax rate without the need
for increases.

NOW PLAYING

LAUREN GLICK BAND
Coconuts Beach Bar & Grill: Sunday, Oct. 4, 4-8 p.m.

CAPTAIN’S TABLE

Oct. 8: Kevin Poole & Joe Mama, 4-8 p.m.

15th St. & Baltimore Ave., Ocean City
410-289-7192 / www.captainstableoc.com
Every Friday & Saturday:
Phil Perdue on piano, 5-9 p.m.

OCEAN CLUB NIGHTCLUB

COCONUTS BEACH BAR & GRILL
In the Castle in the Sand Hotel
37th Street Oceanfront, Ocean City
410-289-6846 / www.castleinthesand.com
Oct. 2: Marcella Peters Duo, noon to 3 p.m.;
Monkee Paw, 4-8 p.m.
Oct. 3: The Time Police, noon to 3 p.m.;
Lime Green Band, 4-8 p.m.
Oct. 4: Wes Davis Duo, noon to 3 p.m.;
Lauren Glick Band, 4-8 p.m.

101st Street, Ocean City
In the Horizons Restaurant, in the Clarion
Fontainebleau Hotel
410-524-3535 / www.clarionoc.com
Oct. 2-3: First Class, 7 p.m. to midnight
SEACRETS
49th Street and the bay, Ocean City
410-524-4900 / www.seacrets.com
Oct. 2: John McNutt Duo, 4-8 p.m.;
Shake Shake Shake Duo, 8-11:30 p.m.
Oct. 3: Full Circle, 5-9 p.m.;
Kono Nation Duo, 8-11:30 p.m.
Oct. 8: Opposite Directions, 4-8 p.m.

FIRST CLASS
Ocean Club Nightclub: Friday & Saturday, Oct. 2-3, 7 p.m. to midnight

PHIL PERDUE
ON PIANO
Captain’s Table:
Saturday & Sunday,
Oct. 3 & 4, 5-9 p.m.
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Cuisine
Don’t be shy with seasoning, Suplee says
I love it when friends stop by the
restaurant to visit. In our business, we
consider many
of our guests to
be friends, so
suffice it to say
that we see a lot
of
friends
throughout the
week.
But it’s the
old friends —
good folks visiting from the
By Paul Suplee,
other side of the
MBA, CEC, PC-3
‘crick,’ as we say
– who are always a pleasure to see.
This past weekend, a buddy of mine
decided to take a detour on his way to
Dewey Beach and swung through
Pittsville for some early afternoon
grub.
We fished together for a couple of
years before I defected to a new team,
and we have stayed in touch. An Army
veteran, we get along splendidly,
jovially ripping each other apart in text
threads and in person. It’s a veteran
thing, I guess.
So when Sasha came in to town and
brought his family, he pretty much
told me just to send stuff out. And of
course, he wanted to try all the barbecued goods, and I was certainly not
going to disappoint.
Preparing a glorious tray of our
world-famous pulled pork, brisket and
our crazy-delicious ribs, I added some
of our sides and, of course, all of our
homemade sauces.
Of course, after splitting two orders
of deviled eggs, a fried green tomato
with crab dip, a brisket grilled cheese
and a few beers, this massive platter of
smoked goods was more than they
could handle. I sat in awe watching
them do a great deal of damage on the
platter, but, alas, they came to a
screeching halt, seemingly at the same
time.
I joined them in a round of beers,
introducing them to Weedline (my
hands-down favorite session IPA, and
a local to boot). We laughed, Sasha reminded me of being a traitor to the
team and we laughed a little more.
And that is what kicked off a great Saturday for me.
When people come to eat with us,
we often get asked for our recipes, and
while they aren’t published, I really do
not have any issues with sharing them.
As I have said for years, if this is the
best that I can do, then shame on me.
Plus, I had the great fortune of working for some world-class chefs in different parts of the country, and it did

not matter who it was.
They all shared their recipes. They
all shared their secrets, and they all
shared their love of the game.
Now that it is my turn to try to
share some of this joie de vivre in an
ugly, ugly business, and now that we
have pushed through the first wave of
this blasted virus, every day becomes
a bit brighter as we move forward.
I’m not sure about you, but this
year definitely took a toll on my state
of mind.
It has been rough, but my team has
fought through and luckily no one on
the crew has tested positive for the
dastardly beast.
Now that we are back in quasi fullswing, we are just trying to recreate
the vibe that we have always had in the
building and she is slowly coming
back to life.
And even though we have been
opened for over two years, we still get
guests daily from Ocean City, Southern Delaware and Salisbury who attest
to it being their first visit, even though
they have read about us or saw us on
TV.
Many have friends who are regulars
and they rave about everything, but

“this is the first time that we could
make it out here.” That is a common
theme.
But that is just fine, as with new
guests we make new friends. And with
new friends we get to play around with
the food and make said friends happy
beyond belief. That is what it’s all
about, isn’t it?

Pulled Pork Barbecue
per butt
1 pork butt, bone-in
BBQ Pork Dry Rub, as needed
(recipe follows)
Hickory for the smoker
1. Pat the pork butt dry and rub the
entire surface with the dry rub.
2. Don’t be shy with the seasoning
here, as this is a large cut of meat, and
the seasoning will only remain on the
outside. As you break it up the flavors
will mix in. If you do not use enough
dry rub, the end result will be bland.
3. Set the smoker to 215 F and,
using he hickory logs (or chunks or
chips depending on the type of
smoker), let it rip for anywhere from
12-14 hours. A lot depends on the temperature outside the smoker, humidity

(hot summer day or rain), so you have
to realize that all situations will be different.
4. You will know that the butt is
done when there is a nice, dark crust
on the meat, and also when a fork goes
right through the meat with ease.
5. Pull the pork until it is cool
enough to handle and pull it.
6. Keep it hot for service.

BBQ Pork Dry Rub
1/4 c. Kosher salt, big flake
1/2 c. Dark brown sugar
1/4 c. Good quality cocoa powder
1/4 c. Paprika
2 Tbsp. Dark chili powder
2 Tbsp. Ground black pepper
1/4 c. Granulated garlic
2 Tbsp. Onion powder
1 Tbsp. ground thyme
1. Combine all ingredients and
store in an airtight container until
needed.
— Paul G. Suplee is an Associate
Professor of Culinary Arts at
Wor-Wic Community College.
Find his ePortfolio at
www.heartofakitchen.com.
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WE BUY Like New & Used Cars, Trucks & Trailers

WE PAY CASH!
lace That Does It All”
“The P

RACETRACK AUTO SALES

410-641-4600

HARD – 27
Fill in the blank spaces in
the grid so that every vertical
column, every horizontal row
and every 3 by 3 box contains
the numbers 1 through 9, without repeating any. There is really only one solution to each
puzzle.

BEER • WINE • SNACKS • PROPANE REFILLS

PREVIOUSLY OWNED VEHICLES FOR SALE
MD STATE INSPECTED • BUY HERE PAY HERE • RACETRACKOC.COM
2002 FORD RANGER

TAG & TITLE SERVICE

Here You Don’t Have To Take a Number
We See You Right Away
Monday-Saturday 8am-5:30 pm

11740 Worcester Hwy. Showell, MD 21862
410-352-5070
(Located on Rt. 113 - 1 min. North of Racetrack Road)

Answers to last
week’s puzzles
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CALENDAR

Thurs., Oct. 1
CPAP MASK FITTING

Atlantic General Hospital Sleep Disorders
Diagnostic Center, 9733 Healthway Drive.
Free mask fitting clinic for patients who are
having trouble adjusting to their CPAP
equipment. By appointment only: Robin
Rohlfing, 410-641-9726.

have half off all video games. There will be a
sidewalk sale at the Inlet Village and Nana’s
Hot Chicken, located in the center of the
outdoor rides, will offer specials.

YOUNG ADULT WRITERS LIVE!

Meeting via Zoom, 5:00 PM. A Hispanic
Heritage edition featuring Taylor Kay
Mejia, author of “We Set the Dark on Fire”
her debut novel. Register: www.worcesterlibrary.org. http://www.worcesterlibrary.org

SUNFEST KITE FESTIVAL

Ocean City Beach, 4th - 6th streets. See
master kite flyers from around the world
showcase their aerial displays of art, kitemaking workshops and kite battles. All
events are wind and weather permitting.
410-289-7855, https://kiteloft.com

VOTER REGISTRATION TABLE

Worcester County NAACP will host a registration table at the Snow Hill Arts Council’s
Arts on the River First Friday event, 5:00
PM - 8:00 PM. Ivory Smith, 443-944-6701

Meeting via Zoom, 10:30 AM. Materials
needed: old book (any size); scissors; paint
brush or sponge; orange pint; twig or cork;
hot glue gun; construction paper and crafting wire or artificial leaves, ribbons to embellish the top.
http://www.worcesterlibrary.org

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY WITH ANTI-BULLYING
MESSAGE

Beginning at 3:00 PM. The purpose of the
assembly is to speak out against bullying as
well as to motivate and inspire kids to succeed. It also serves as a pathway to reach
kids who need a mentor through Worcester
Connects, a mentor program through
Worcester Youth and Family Counseling in
Berlin. The event will feature Bubba Almony, celebrity bodyguard and Ambassador for Bodyguards Against Bullying. The
event is for high school students. Registration is required. Info: Debbie Smullen,
dsmullen@gowoyo.org or 410-641-4598.

Ocean City Center for the Arts, 502 94th St.,
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM. Meet the artists, enjoy
hors d’oeuvres and refreshments and see the
new exhibits featuring a variety of local artists.
Open to the public. Free admission. 410-5249433, https://artleagueofoceancity.org

GREEN MARKET

Fridays through Nov. 27 - Trimper Rides
under the Ferris Wheel, 600 S. Atlantic
Ave., 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM. Local Farmers
Market featuring fresh everything and more
from our local farmers. The market is agriculture based only. There will be live music
and weekly drawings. Sally Kneavel,
Sally@Trimperrides.com, 410-289-8617,
http://TrimperRides.com

Sat., Oct. 3

Knights of Columbus Hall, 9901 Coastal
Highway, Ocean City, MD, 8:30 AM - 11:30
AM. 410-524-7994

OC Center for the Arts, 502 94th St., 12:00
PM - 1:00 PM. Bowl-making session using
raw clay where you can shape and imprint
your own design. No experience is necessary,
and all materials are included in a $25 fee.
Proceeds benefit the Diakonia food bank and
the programs of the Ocean City Art League.

Trimper’s Rides of Ocean City, 700 S. Atlantic Ave., 12:00 PM. Featuring food,
music, arts and crafts vendors and $2 all
games and rides for the kids. Playland will
have half off all video games. There will be a
sidewalk sale at the Inlet Village and Nana’s
Hot Chicken, located in the center of the
outdoor rides, will offer specials.

EMPTY BOWL PROJECT - BOWL DECORATING

OC Center for the Arts, 502 94th St., 3:00
PM - 4:00 PM. Decorating session where
you embellish an already-made bowl handproduced on the wheel by Robbie Johnson.
No experience is necessary, and all materials are included in a $25 fee. Proceeds benefit the Diakonia food bank and the
programs of the Ocean City Art League.

ROCK AND RIDE ORIGINAL LIVE MUSIC

Fri., Oct. 2
DEADLINE TO REGISTER FOR INAUGURAL MARINE DEBRIS PLUNDER

DRIVE-THRU FRIED CHICKEN DINNER

Mon., Oct. 5

Trimper Rides , 700 S. Atlantic Ave, 7:00
PM - 9:00 PM, every Sunday. Jessica
Bauer, Jessica@Trimperrides.com, 410289-8617, http://TrimperRides.com

Mt. Pleasant United Methodist Church, 36536
Mount Pleasant Road, 11:00 AM. Menu includes four-piece fried chicken (breast, wing,
thigh and drumsticks), greens, mashed potatoes, gravy, coleslaw, apple sauce, roll and cupcake. Cost is $14. Stay in your car and use the
east driveway. 410-835-8340

TRAVEL THROUGH BOOKS WITH KIKI AND FIFI

SUNFUNOC

TAKE OFF POUNDS SENSIBLY MEETING

Ocean City Beach, 4th - 6th streets. See
master kite flyers from around the world
showcase their aerial displays of art, kitemaking workshops and kite battles. All
events are wind and weather permitting.
410-289-7855, https://kiteloft.com

WITTY FIBER FRIENDS

FARMERS & ARTISANS MARKET

SUNFEST KITE FESTIVAL

Meeting via Facebook, 2:00 PM. Travel the
world using the hottest genres in books, locales and the best bad guys. Plot your
course to your next great read with this
laugh-out-load presentation.
http://www.worcesterlibrary.org

The meeting will be held via conference call,
6:00 PM - 6:30 PM. Dial 605-472-5789,
wait for voice command, then press
944874. TOPS is a weekly support and educational group promoting weight loss and
healthy lifestyle. Berlin group No. 169. Rose
Campion, 410-641-0157

AGH DIABETES SUPPORT GROUP
Meeting via Zoom, 10:00 AM. Bring your
lap work and join the group as they knit,
crochet and embroider. All are welcome.
http://www.worcesterlibrary.org

SUNFUNOC

Trimper’s Rides of Ocean City, 700 S. Atlantic Ave., 12:00 PM. Featuring food,
music, arts and crafts vendors and $2 all
games and rides for the kids. Playland will

Saturdays - White Horse Park, 239 Ocean
Parkway, 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM. Shop for
everything from fresh local produce to unique
handmade artisan goods. Open to the public.

Sun., Oct. 4

The meeting will be held via conference call,
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM. Dial 978-990-5451,
wait for voice command, then press
3753651. Open to the public and meets the
first Monday of each month. Discussion
and education related to diabetes is provided. AGH Diabetes Self-Management Education and Support Services,
410-208-9761

SUNFEST KITE FESTIVAL

Ocean City Beach, 4th - 6th streets. See

The meeting will be held via video call,
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM. Join the Faith Partnership: A cooperative effort for local Worship Centers and Atlantic General Hospital
& Health System to increase health awareness, education and healthy living incentives. Gail Mansell,
gmansell@atlanticgeneral.org, 410-6419725

SUNFUNOC

Ocean City Beach, 4th - 6th streets. See
master kite flyers from around the world
showcase their aerial displays of art, kitemaking workshops and kite battles. All
events are wind and weather permitting.
410-289-7855, https://kiteloft.com

Trimper’s Rides of Ocean City, 700 S. Atlantic Ave., 12:00 PM. Featuring food,
music, arts and crafts vendors and $2 all
games and rides for the kids. Playland will
have half off all video games. There will be a
sidewalk sale at the Inlet Village and Nana’s
Hot Chicken, located in the center of the
outdoor rides, will offer specials.

Tues., Oct. 6
FAITH-BASED PARTNERSHIP

SUNFEST KITE FESTIVAL

Plunder the bays in search of marine debris
Saturday, Oct. 10, from 8:20 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Boaters and Land Lubbers alike are encouraged to pick up debris that has been discarded in our bays, beaches and streets, and
bring your loot to the West Ocean City Harbor for a weigh-in. Preregister at www.mdcoastalbays.org by Oct. 2.
mcbp@mdcoastalbays.org

Meeting via Zoom, 6:00 PM. Gain an indepth understanding of what is occurring,
how we arrived here and contributions/risk
factors. Learn to recognize signs of an opioid
overdose and how the reversal drug Naloxone works. http://www.worcesterlibrary.org

KofC ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BREAKFAST

EMPTY BOWL PROJECT - BOWL MAKING

FIRST FRIDAY OPENING RECEPTION
MERRY MAKERS - BOOK PUMPKINS

master kite flyers from around the world
showcase their aerial displays of art, kitemaking workshops and kite battles. All
events are wind and weather permitting.
410-289-7855, https://kiteloft.com

OPIOID PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS

FLU VACCINE CLINIC

Snow Hill Senior Center, 4767 Snow Hill
Road, 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM. This drivethrough clinic is for ages 13 and older. The
high dose flu vaccine, which is for individuals age 65 and older will also be available.
The flu vaccine is considered preventative
care and is covered by most insurances. An
appointment is required: 410-632-1100,
Ext. 1119. Atlantic General Hospital, 410641-9FLU (9358)

WINDOW ART AND SCIENCE

Meeting via Zoom, 10:30 AM. Create a collage using a window, while exploring how
different materials interact with light. Ages
3-10 years. Register and get materials list:
www.worcesterlibrary.org

ONLINE CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP

Meeting via video call, 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM.
An informal gathering of people whose lives
are affected by the caregiving needs of another. An opportunity to share in the wisdom, insight and humor of fellow
caregivers. Gail Mansell, gmansell@atlanticgeneral.org, 410-641-9725

Wed., Oct. 7
KEEPING ANNA’S DREAM ALIVE

Ocean Pines Community Center parking
lot, 239 Ocean Parkway, 9:00 AM - 12:00
PM. Volunteers from AARP and Kiwanis
will be collecting donations for our military.
Items needed include baby wipes, body
wash/shampoo, dental hygiene products,
razors, deodorant (non-aerosol), gum, granola bars, small bags of peanuts, packs of
hot chocolate, instant oatmeal, 5 oz. cans
Chef Boyardee pasta, powdered drinks, trail
mix, beef jerky, Ramen noodle bricks, sunflower seeds, lip balm, Kleenex, pens, cards
and puzzle books. To donate just drive up,
stay in your car, pop the trunk and someone
will pick up your donations.

AGH DIABETES SUPPORT GROUP

The meeting will be held via conference
call, 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM. Dial 978-9905451, wait for voice command, then press
3753651. Open to the public and meets the
first Wednesday of each month. Discussion
and education related to diabetes. AGH Diabetes Self-Management Education and
Support Services, 410-208-9761
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Classifieds now appear
in Ocean City Today &
the Bayside Gazette
each week and online at
oceancitytoday.com
and baysideoc.com.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

RENTALS

ROOMMATES

YARD SALE

DANCE and MUSICAL
THEATER TEACHERS
WANTED (part time)
New private studio located
in Assateague area.
Call 443-994-8561, jeanne@
jeanmariedancestudio.com

Now Hiring Maintenance &
Housekeeping Help. Fulltime. Full benefits. Please
call Club Ocean Villas II,
410-524-0880.

DEPENDABLE CAREGIVER
needed for disabled Senior.
Light housekeeping.
Different shifts available.
Salary negotiable.
References required.
Hourly rate. Fenwick, DE
area. 571-243-3398

Seeking Year-Round &
Seasonal Rentals!
Call Howard Martin Realty
410-352-5555

7 Minutes From OC on
Coastal Hwy. All utilities
included. Room w/private
bath. Much more. Newer
home. $400/month. Male or
female. Call for details.
443-669-3303

Waterfront
Garage/Yard/Moving Sale Household, garden, kitchen,
& sports items. 7am-10am,
Saturday, October 3rd.
Located at 415 Bluewater
Ct, Ocean Pines, 21811 in
The Point (End of South Side
Ocean Pines - Second left
once in community).
EVERYTHING MUST GO!

Now Hiring Front Desk Help.
Full-time. Full benefits. Please
call Club Ocean Villas II,
410-524-0880.

Med Tech. CPR, first aide
certified. Must be able to
pass background check. Drug
free facility. Full time position
7pm-7am, and every other
weekend. Email resume to
truittsandy@yahoo.com or
call 443-880-7341.

HIRING ALL
POSITIONS!!
Full time & Part time
Stop by our location on
52nd street!
or call 443-664-2825

Hiring experienced care
givers with flexible
availability, weekends
required. Must have
vehicle, pass drug &
background checks.
Call office
Mon.-Fri., 9a-3p

410-641-0901

Hiring ALL
Positions!!
Full time & Part time
To apply go to:
www.mygcjob.com

Hosts ($13), Cashiers
($13), Kitchen ($15), Expo
($15), Office, Boutique,
Food Runners, Bar Hosts,
Servers, Door Staff, Tour
Guides & Full Time Year
Round Welder
Apply in person or online
at seacrets.com

The Worcester County Humane Society
The Worcester County Humane Society is seeking full or
part-time Animal Care help. Position includes cage/kennel
cleaning, feeding, medicating, grooming, exercising, and
monitoring behavior/ health. Prior cat and/or dog care
experience preferred. Veterinary assistant experience a
plus. Persons applying need to follow established rules &
protocols, display a positive attitude, and believe in our
mission & no kill philosophy. New employees are
evaluated after a 90-day probationary period.
Applications available upon request at
savinganimals@worcestercountyhumanesociety.org

Work At The BEACH...
Work With The BEST!!

Top wages and excellent benefits package
available to successful candidates.

Employment Opportunities:
Year Round, Full/Part Time: Bartender,
Servers, Bussers, Hostess, Grill Cooks,
Dishwasher, Housekeeping ($13/hour),
Maintenance, Laundry, Security Guard,
Line Cook

Excellent Benefits

Clarion Resort Fontainebleau Hotel
Attn: Human Resources Dept.
10100 Coastal Highway, Ocean City, MD 21842
Phone: 410-524-3535
Fax: 410-723-9109
EOE M/F/D/V

WINTER RENTAL - 1BR
Beachy, poolside apartment 47th Street. Available Oct 1.
$795/mo. Utilities, cable TV
& parking included.
www.oceancity21.com.
443-506-2738
Updated 2 BR/1 BA
Apartment available for rent
in beautiful historic downtown Berlin, MD. Walking
distance to shops and
restaurants. Rent is $1500/
mo. with first and last
month’s rent due at signing
along with a $1500 security
deposit. No Smoking. No
pets. Call 410-641-2111
ask for Jessica.

REAL
ESTATE
REAL ESTATE
Small Ranch House on Golf
Course for sale. Ocean Pines.
$339k. For sale by Owner.
540-974-5848

COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
1 Office/Retail Space &
1 Warehouse Unit available
in West Ocean City.
Call 443-497-4200

NOW HIRING!!
Production Crew

SMALL OFFICE
SPACES FOR RENT

for our WOC kitchen facility
Up to $17.50/hr.
Apply online at:
www.delmarvadd.com

At the south gate entrance
to Ocean Pines
on Nicholas Lane at the
Business Center.
From $300 to $700/month
includes all utilities
CAM and wifi. Furnished
with desk and chair(s)
Call Holtz Property
Management

RENTALS
RENTALS

Winter Rental. 1BR/1BA.
140th Street.
Cable, WiFi, furnished, clean.
No smoking/no pets.
Available October 15-May 1.
$750/mo. + security deposit.
302-367-5266

Yearly & Seasonal
Rentals
We Welcome Pets
7700 Coastal Hwy
410-524-7700
www.holidayoc.com

HERITAGE COURT
APARTMENTS
Snow Hill, MD
2 BR TOWNHOUSE

RAMBLER MOTEL

Immediate Availability

9942 Elm Street, WOC
(Behind Starbucks)
Sleeps 4, $250 per week
Manager onsite
410-213-1764

Laundry on Site
Storage unit and
appliances included
Please call 410-632-1430
Mon. & Weds., 8-5

WEEKLY RENTALS
AVAILABLE NOW
Pool Front Room ...$215/wk
Efficiency..............$245/wk
2BR Apartment.....$350/wk
3BR Suite .............$400/wk
Burgundy Inn
1210 Philadelphia Ave.
410-289-8581
WILLARDS

STILL MEADOWS
2BR TOWNHOUSE
Accepting Applications
Central AC/Heat & major
appliances in each unit.
Laundry & Playground on
site. This institute is an
equal opportunity provider
& employer.
Please call 410-835-2951
TDD/TTY 1-800-738-2258

410-208-4800

COMMUNITY YARD SALE
– Berlin, Decatur Farm, Off
Route 113 across from
Stephen Decatur Park –
Saturday, October 3rd,
7am to 11am. Don’t forget
to wear your mask!

VEHICLES
VEHICLES

2006 Chrysler Sebring GTC
Convertible. 59k miles.
$3600. Call 765-215-8184
or 410-600-0050.

DONATIONS
DONATIONS
Do you have an old bicycle
not being used? It could
mean a world of difference to
a hard-working international
student. We are looking to
get as many bikes as possible. Your donation will be taxdeductible. Contact Gary at
443-975-3065.

SERVICES

BUDGET MOVERS
443-664-5797
LOCAL & EAST COAST MOVING
Full Packing Service
Piano Movers - Full Service
www.facebook.com/OCBudgetMovers

www.baysideoc.com
www.oceancitytoday.com

PUT COLOR IN YOUR CLASSIFIEDS!

CLASSIFIED AD NETWORK
Serving the Newspapers of
Maryland, Delaware and the
District of Columbia since 1908.

BUSINESS SERVICES
SERVICESMISCELLANEOUS
Bulk advertising at its best:
advertise in over 70 newspa- Increase your customer base
MARYLAND STATEWIDE pers and reach millions of and get great results by placreaders with ONE call. ing your ads in the MDDC –
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING Broaden your reach and get Classified Advertising netNETWORK
results for pennies per reader. work! Call today 410-212Call Wanda at 410-212-0616 0616 Ask for Multi-Media
AUTOMOBILE DONATIONS
or email
Specialist - Wanda & watch
DONATE AUTOS, TRUCKS,
wsmith@mddcpress.com.
your results grow.
RVs Lutheran Mission Society
of MD. Compassion Place
ministries help local families
with food, clothing, counsel- Maryland, Delaware and D.C.: 106 papers with a circulation of
2.3 million and readership of 4.9 million!
ing Tax deductible. MVA licensed #W1044.
Deadline is Wednesday of the week prior to publication.
410-636-0123
Call
for more information
www.CompassionPlace.org

Advertise in MDDC

410-723-6397

ne www.oceancitytoday.com
li
n
O
s
d
ie
if
s
s
la
Convenient, quick, no waiting, no calls ~ Days, nights and weekends
Order Your C
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CALL

Advertise Your
Business with Us!
Call Nancy at
410-723-6397

BY
MONDAY
AT 5 P.M.
AuTOMOTIVE REPAIR
autOMOtiVe
repair

BOATS

BOATS

Brokered Boats Wanted
Clean, Late Models up to 32 feet

AUTO & MARINE TIRE CENTER

Low Fees - Great Results

Auto Sales & Service • Complete Computerized Diagnostic Specialists
TRAILER PARTS, SALES & SERVICE
ROUTE 589, RACE TRACK ROAD
ROUTE 50, BERLIN
(1/2 Mile East of McDonald’s)
410-641-5262
410-641-3200
410-641-3200

RT 113 Boat Sales - 302-436-1737

COMPLETE BODY SHOP

cleaning
CLEANING services
SERVICES

Haul Out & Transport Services Available
cleaning
CLEANING services
SERVICES

CuSTOM
GIfTS
CUSTOM GIFTS
• Custom Gifts
From Your Photos!
• Photos on Canvas,
Glass & Aluminum
• Puzzles
• Playing Cards
• Mugs

Sir Butler Cleaning LLC
Carpet, Upholstery, Tile and
Grout Cleaning
Oriental Rug Cleaning and Repair

302-436-5652

“Cleaning Done Proper”
Licensed and Insured

302.841.2770

ONE STOP SHOP FOR ALL
YOUR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS NEEDS

Family Owned and Operated Since 1983

Residential & Rental Cleaning * No Contract Required *

11065 Cathell Road - Ocean Pines
Open Mon. - Fri. 9am - 5pm • 410-208-0641 • copycentralmd.com

dENTAL
DENTAL

dRIVEwAy SERVICES

E LELECTRICIAN
ECTRICIAN

Rayymond O’Brocki
Raymond
O’
Jr.
Master Electrician
443 691 0544
0
Call or Text
Same Rate Day, Evening, Weekends

35 Years Exp
perience
No Job Too Small! Frree Estimates!
R id i l/C
ial/Emergencies!
l/E
i !
Residential/Commercia
MD Lic #2268 Worcesteer Co Lic #M1337

ELECTRICAL // construction
CONSTRuCTION
electrical

emerGency
service available

410-251-3153

Furniture
repair
fuRNITuRE REPAIR

HANdyMAN
SERVICES



Peter’s Repair Shop
& Sharpening Service

MIKE’S
CERAMIC TILE
& YARD MAINTENANCE
FREE
410-641-7420
ESTIMATES

residential & commercial service

additions • interior/exterior lighting
Tanner:
Owner/Operator
lampRobert
& light
repair
& serviceSince 1989
Wall outlets – microwaves • Generator installs

Call Turner Today 410-251-3153
BERLIN • OCEAN PINES • OCEAN CITY

HOME

   IMPROVEMENT


Furniture Repair & Refinishing
Caning • Rushing
Shaker Webbing
We Sharpen: Knives, Scissors, Tools, Mower Blades

Free Pick-Up & Delivery

410-603-7582
HOME impro
IMPROVEMENT
home
ovement

• Kitchen Backsplash
• All Flooring
• Tub & Shower Recaulking
• Tile Repairs & Drywall Repair
• Junk Removal

• Powerwashing
• Gutters Cleaned
• Yard Clean Up/Mowing
• Weeding/Mulching Beds
• Flower Planting

PROVEMENT
ME IM
H OHOME
IMPROVEMENT

PipeLine

Contracting, LLC

“One stop shop
for Home
ovement”
Imprro

Home Imprrovement Services Company
Home Improvement Design & Bert

Specializing in Additions, Kitchens,
K
Baths and
All T
Ty
ypes of Custom
m Remodeling.

It’’ss not too early to gett on the schedule
for your Fall Projects!
P

Wee accept M
W
MC/V
Viisa
( ) 6411-3762
(410)

• Cabinets & Countertop
• Kitchen & Bath Remodeling
• General Carpentry &
Painting

• Flooring & Tile
• Residential & Commercial
• Servicing Maryland &
Delaware Beaches

US Veterans
Administration
Approved Contractor

To
oday!
11312 Manklin Creek, Rd., Ocean Pines, MD ~ Call or Stop in T

(410) 208-1518 • (410) 982-8368
pipelinecontracting.net
pipelinecontracting.net • info@p
MDHIC # 107489 • DE # 2014100304 • Insured & Licensed

BAYSIDEOC.COM
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H OHOME
ME IM
PROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENT

MENTal HEalTH

SINGER CONTRACTING LLC
Doug Singer
EST. 1970
Licensed & Insured
O.C.#30544
DE#1999201949
Fenwick Island, DE# 04-1489

MHIC#68306

MARY DEBORAH WILSON PMHNP

410-208-9159

410-641-5190 (O) 410-641-5463 (F)

E-mail: singerco45@gmail.com Cell: 410-726-1040
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP AT SENSIBLE PRICES

Zimmerman
& Son LLC
Painting & Powerwashing
Interior & Exterior

Serving Delmarva for Over 35 Years
Licensed & Insured

Pet
services
PET care
CaRE SERVICES

• CUSTOM PAINTING
• DRYWALL REPAIRS
• WALLPAPER REMOVED
• DECK & HOUSE
STAINING
• ALWAYS PROMPT
SERVICE

In Your Home”

443-513-3078
EX
XIIT REEA
ALT Y AT T
TH
HE BEEA
ACH

NOW ACCEPTING
CREDIT CARDS!

Bill Zimmerman
410-390-5528 ~ cell 443-373-4539

ROOfINg

REal ESTaTE

“Dog & Cat Care

Free Estimates

10% Discount with this ad.

PaINTINg

ISLAND CARE MENTAL HEALTH

Interior Trim & Finish
Hardwood Floors •
Car Ports
Structural Repair •
Regular & Custom Wood Trim
Additions
Kitchens • Baths • Ceramic Tile
Decks • Windows & Doors

PA
INTING
PaINTINg

Page 35

PetcareByTheBeach@yahoo.com
www.PetcareByTheBeach.com

Direct: 410-629-9070
Office: 410-208-EXIT
Email: bernie@bernieflax.com
www.bernieflax.com
11002 Manklin Meadows Lane #3 • Ocean Pines, MD 21811

ROOf REPlaCEMENT & REPaIRS

Indeep
pendent
Member Broker

ROOfINg

Shingle Roofs • Metal Roofs • Flat Roofs
Family Owned & Operated

FREE ESTIMATES

108 Moss Hill Ln., Salisbury, MD 410-831-3938
32295 Nassau Rd., Lewes, DE 302-200-7663

R ROOfINg
OOFING

STORagE
Cut Me Out!

MVA
MVa licensed
lICENSEd
NEW TITLE AND TAGS AND MORE
www.westoceancitytagandtitle.com

WEST OCEAN CITY
Your Roof
ofing, Siding & Home Im
Improvement
Specialist Sinc
Sp
ce 1989

9842 Main St., Suite 3 • Berlin, MD 21811

ROOFING • SIDING • DURADEK • WINDOWS • GUTTERS

(410) 641-0128 • www.mssberlin.com

Mike Moesle 410-629-1573
3, Fax: 410-629-1946

10% OFF

10545 Friendship Road,
Road Unit 3
3, Berlin,
Berlin Maryland 21811
mmoesle@shoresidingmd.com
www.shoresidingmd.com
*Licenced in MD
MD, DE &VA
VA

VEHICLE TAG & TITLE
TRADER LEE’S VILLAGE
9935 STEPHEN DECATUR HIGHWAY #15
Open Mon., Fri., 9-2 & Wed. 9-5

1st Prepaid 3 Months
*must present coupon, cannot be combined w/any other offers.

PRINT
WEB
oceancitytoday.com • baysideoc.com

JODY PALMISANO
410-629-5600
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OC CHOPSTICKS
ASIAN BISTRO

offers a wide array
of authentic
Chinese, Japanese
and Thai food
for Dine In
and Carryout
Located at:
12741 Ocean Gateway
West Ocean City
in the Outlets OC
Hours:
Sun, Mon, wed, thurs
11:30am - 9:30pm
Fri & Sat 11:30am - 10:30pm
Closed Tuesday

OcchOpsticks.cOm • 410-801-1111

